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Chapter 1

Introduction
The study of stock market is arguably one of the most intriguing fields of scientific
investigation in the economics. The interpretation of data coming from the daily
market activity and prediction of their future trends prove to be a nontrivial problem
to addressed by means of traditional statistic tools. The non-repeatability of the
experiments consisting in empirical observations real economic world data, always
led the economists to analyze historical series in order to address the description of
phenomena more quantitatively.
The first mathematical formalization of a random walk was introduced to model
stock prices trend in 1900 by the french mathematician Bachelier [4]. He discovered
that price changes follow a diﬀusive stochastic process best known as a Wiener process, and the classical financial theory adopted this description considering price
changes as normally distributed. But this description does not account for all evidence of a complex behavior present in real historical data, where instead price
changes reveal to be fat-tailed distributed and also time dependent.
A stock market instead, seems to be more properly described as a complex
system, being composed of investors which nonlinearly interact buying and selling
stocks on the basis of their future price expectations giving rise to collective behaviors. So in this context the choice of using an agent-based approach seems to be
quite straightforward, in order to inductively reproduce the emergence of complexity
starting from agents interactions.
The main topic of this work is about the construction and analysis of results
of an ABM for modeling the stock market, able to reproduce the most important
complexity features of real markets such as Levy stable distributions for price returns,
volatility clustering, power-law scaling for autocorrelations and so forth, and in this
document we organized the discussion as follows.
In Chapter 2 we will start describing the main concepts from economics and
statistics that we will be useful in our description, introducing the stock market
dynamic. We shall also analyze the most important previous works that inspired the
6

model building, dividing them among traditional agent-based models and models
adopting a spin dynamics. In particular we will describe the big data studies of
Pentland [21] on the e-Toro day-trading platform, in which he focuses on social
behaviors that may be the cause of the so called herding eﬀect, a collective phenomena
responsible for bubbles and crashes in the stock market trends.
Then we will introduce the model in Chapter 3 describing the agents types and
their behaviors, in particular motivating the model through which we designed the
price updating procedure, which represent the most essential part for every agent
based model of stock market. We will analyze the code implementation justifying
the principal programming choices, and finally we will describe the results of our
experiments on the influence of changes in parameters on the overall model behavior.
Then in Chapter 4 we will discuss the results of diﬀerent types of quantitative
analysis we performed on the time series we obtained for the simulated market price.
To address this kind of analysis we built our software in Python language, looking for
evidence of complexity in our simulated market performing diﬀerend types of analysis
such as analysis of price returns properties, fit of return distributions, skewness and
kurtosis measure and others, comparing our results for each test with those obtained
for a benchmark real time series we chose, that is the time series of NASDAQ 100
one most important world fund index from 1985 to 2016.
Finally in Chapter 5 we will analyze the theoretical framework of non.linear
dynamics, in order to test the hypothesis of presence of low dimensional deterministic
chaos in markets time series. In particular we will described main results obtained
in previous studies and their methods, which we tried to reuse in our analysis. We
will describe the Python software we developed to obtain graphically the phase space
from time series of price, and the most significant result and the instruments we built
looking for the presence of a strange attractor in the price dynamics.

7

Chapter 2

Simulation Models for Stock Market
2.1

Overview

The most widely used techniques to simulate the stock market are mainly divided in
two categories, spin systems and ABM. In the first case the stock market investors
are modeled using the analogy between to buy or to sell stocks and the spin up
or down states in order to describe by an hamiltonian formalism the investors interactions and to run a Monte Carlo simulation for market activity. This is a real
interesting application of methodologies coming from physics to social systems, also
able to obtain diﬀerent significative results, but it also shows a lot of critical points in
modeling markets complexity. On the other side there are the agent based models for
stock market which are better suited for simulating the social phenomena, in which
a central role is played by the main characteristics of single agents, where the agents
can be divided in several classes on the basis of their behavioral characteristics.
By studying the previous works on stock market simulations there are many
tests that we can perform on price time series to analyze the stock market complexity
. Among which we can test the presence of fat tails in empirical distribution of
returns, as also the higher order in autocorrelation for returns which also show a
typical power-law scaling. We cal also study the so-called volatility clustering, that
is closest values of volatility prove to be more autocorrelated than those more distant.
The common goal of both types models is to reproduce as closely as possible all the
complex features mentioned above, which are usually called stylized facts.
In the case of a spin model, using a thermal bath dynamic, we simulate the
behavior of each agent connected to a fixed number of first neighbors by which he
is able to interact, deciding at each time step to flip or not its spin state. By the
usage of an hamiltonian for the spin system it is possible to model diﬀerent types
of interactions corresponding to agent positive and negative reaction feedback to
changes in the macroscopical variables.
The agent-based modeling (ABM) for the stock market is totally diﬀerent from
8

other simulation techniques as it is based on an inductive approach, where the focus
is shifted towards the individual agents, and on the interactions between them that
can lead to macroscopic collective behaviors. Furthermore in both the models we
chose to make this comparison between diﬀerent simulation techniques, we consider
two classes of agents widely used in the field of simulations for the stock market,
which are chartists and fundamentalists that now we’re going to briefly describe.
2.1.1

Chartists an Fundamentalists

The chartists agents also called interactive investors, because of their mutual influence in their trading activities, are characterized to choose their strategy by making
predictions of future values of time series by using statistical analysis of the historical
data, by using several predictive models such as moving averages, linear regressions,
parabolic regressions, directional indicators, etc. In this way they implicitly consider,
in agreement with the eﬃcient market hypothesis, that all relevant information about
a stock are reflected in its price. They can be divided in turn into other two categories: the value investors, whose strategy simply consist in predicting trends in
order to follow it (“trend is your friend”), buying or selling depending on whether
they detect an up or down trend; and contrarian investors, who try to predict, on
the basis to a certain criterion such as the past trend reversals, when the price has
reached too high or too low values such as to foresee a trend change, so that they
invest contrary to the trend.
Then we have the fundamentalist investors, which are so named because they
study the so called fundamentals of a stock, which are for example the macroeconomic
world informations, the financial statement analysis of the corresponding firm (in
case of an equity stock ), and other kind of information regarding the intrinsic value
a financial asset which are often not taken into account by the daily trading price.
So this type of agents will compare the current trading price of a stock with a fair
price that he will estimate for the latter on the basis of the formations we mentioned
above, and he will decide to buy a stock if the fair price exceeds the current one and
they will sell otherwise.
2.1.2

Arbitrage opportunities and the eﬃcient market hypothesis

An important concept in financial markets theory is represented by the arbitrage
opportunities, which consist in the possibility of making risk-free profits thanks to
the diﬀerent prices that the same asset could contemporary have in diﬀerent markets.
Then a so-called arbitrageur investors could be able to make risk-free profits trading
in these two markets, buying at the lower and selling at the higher price. But in
this way the demand for the asset will decrease in the firs market and increase in the
second bringing the price to reach an equilibrium state at its eﬃcient value, with no
leaving any others arbitrage opportunities.
9

What the Eﬃcient Market Hypothesis (EMH) asserts is that the overall information about a given asset is completely discounted in its price and that in this way
each investor will be able to act in a completely rational way maximizing his own
utility, which is a measure of preferences between two goods, and minimizing the
cost.
One of the most important implication of the EMH for the behavior of stock
prices is that in short run, the asset returns behave like a pure uncorrelated random
walk, making impossible to predict future price values. However, it was shown that by
using the information present in additional time series (such as earning/price ratios,
dividend yields etc.) it is possible to make predictions on long enough time scales
such as months. Furthermore the the EMH approach it is not suﬃcient to explain
such irrational phenomena that really occur such as markets bubbles and crashes, in
which the investors seems to abandon their individual rationality to follow collective
one, such in case of passing trends and crowd dynamics.
2.1.3

Levy stable distribution

An alternative description to classical financial theory which assumes that price
changes follows a pure random walk [4] was proposed by Mandelbrot [16], according
to which instead they follow a Levy stable distribution. In probability theory a distribution is said to be stable if it satisfies the Generalized Central Limit Theorem,
which states that the linear combination of independent stochastic variables generated by the same distribution will still be described by the same probability density
function.
The Levy stable distribution is described in its general form as:
8
i
h
q
<iµq
|q|↵ 1 i |q|
tan ⇡2 ↵
if ↵ 6= 1
h
i
ln '(q) =
q 2
:iµq
|q| 1 + i |q|
ln |q|
if ↵ = 1
⇡

where 0 < ↵  2 is the Levy scale exponent, while is the asymmetry parameter
ranging from 1 to 1. But we know its analytic form only in certain specific cases:
8
>
<↵ = 1/2, = 1 (Levy Smirnov)
↵ = 1, = 0
(Cauchy distribution)
>
:↵ = 2, = 0
(N ormal distribution)
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Figure 2.1: Levy stable distributions, from ↵ = 1 (Cauchy distribution) to ↵ = 2 (Gaussian distribution)

In case of ↵ = 2, = 0, the Levy distribution coincides with the Gaussian
distribution, which is characterized by a finite mean and a finite variance. While in
the case of ↵ < 2 distributions it shows an infinite variance implying the impossibility
to predict price changes by statistically analyzing their past values, but also giving
a non-zero probability for the occurrence of rare events such as huge crashes, as
showed by the presence of fat-tail s. This result assume the non linearity of stock
market interactions, and so it is also reasonable to ask if this non-linearity could
correspond to a chaotic dynamic.
2.1.4

Prices return and volatility

By
✓ definition
◆ we call return of prices the relative changes of asset price R12 = 100 ·
P2 P1
, which obviously depend on the specific time interval we chose for price
P1
sampling (days, month, years). But the economists in their analysis most commonly
11

use the log-returns,
which represent the continuos approximations of standard returns
⇣ ⌘
P2
r12 = log P1 ' 1 + PP21 + o( PP21 ) and which are more immediate to compute through
the logarithm of the price ratios. They can be sampled with diﬀerent time frequencies
(such as days, months,...)
✓
◆
Pt
rT = rt T,t = log
(2.1)
Pt T
and in the following we will refer to log-returns with daily sampling frequency just
simply calling them returns.
In the same way we can also define the implicit volatility of a stock, that is the
absolute value of changes in its log-price,
⌫ = |rt

1,t |

= | log

Pt
| = |log Pt
Pt 1

log Pt 1 |

(2.2)

but usually is also used the definition of historical volatility for a time series, which
simply correspond to its standard deviation
s
PN
log P̄
t=1 log Pt
(2.3)
r =
N
where N is the size of the time series and P̄ is its mean value. But volatility is also
described as volatility index, that is the variance r2 of the relative stochastic process.
2.1.5

The “continuous double auction”

Despite many other types of market, in stock market price is determined both by
buyers and sellers. In fact, the price is updated by a continuous double auction
(CDA) dynamics, which means that both buyers and sellers (double) at each time
(continuous) can decide to propose a price for buying or selling stocks (auction), and
these price will be listed in the so called stock exchange order book.
We call bid price the maximum price that a buyer is willing to pay for a stock,
and ask price is the minimum price that a seller is willing to receive for the same, so
most of the time ask prices are much higher than bid prices.
A transaction occur when buyers and sellers agree for trading the security with
a certain price, and when this happen we say that the price has been “executed”. So
following the time dynamics of an auction when a buyer proposes a bid price, the
exchange will occur only if this price will be greater or equal than the minimum ask
price already proposed by sellers, while when a seller proposes a price the exchange
will take place only if the ask price will be less or equal than the maximum of buyers’
bid prices .
12

Assuming as implausible that a buyer intentionally could propose an higher
bid price than the minimum selling price of sellers, and that a seller could propose
a lower ask price than the maximum price of buyers, the stock market authority in
case of BID > mininmum ASK P RICES or ASK < maximum BID P RICES
will match the proposed price with the minimum of selling prices in the case in which
those who proposes is a buyer (so that BID = mininmum ASK P RICES) or with
the maximum buying price in the case in which those who proposes is a seller (so
that ASK = maximum BID P RICES).
To describe such a dynamic by an agent based simulation, we let each investor
decides randomly its own bid or ask price, generating it randomly though a normal
distribution with the last executed price as mean value and five percent of this price
as variance. At every instant by the auction an investor (buyer or seller) will propose
its own proposal for a price (bid or ask), and those prices will be listed in two logs
log-buyers and log-sellers.
Then we rearrange these two strings by ordering in increasing order the firs
(logB1
logB2 ) and in decreasing order the second(logS1  logS2 ), in order to
check if a buyer bid price could exceed the first element of log-sellers or if a ask price
is lower than the first element of log-buyers, so that in the first case the bid price will
be decreased and then executed at value of the first element of log-sellers, while in
the second we will increase the ask price to the value of the first element of log-buyers
before to execute it.
In logS and logB lists we not only list the bid and ask prices that have been
already proposed, but also the identification number of the specific agent who proposed that price, in order to increase the stocks gained from a buyer and diminish
its own liquidity by an amount corresponding to the executed stock price, and vice
versa for sellers every time we execute a price.
2.1.6

Long positions and short selling

A stock market is a system in which all agents can make essentially two actions
buy or sell, but it is diﬀerent from other types of markets, such as for example
commercial activities. In fact in stock market activities it is possible to buy paying
for a stock opening what is called a long position, but it is also possible to sell without
having stocks to sell, and this is what is called short selling . In this operation an
intermediary bank lends some stocks to the investors who want to sell them thinking
that their price will decrease, in order to take profit from the interest rate of this
loan, or from a percentage of the investor’s profits. These are common practices
in speculative activities, where traders open and close log and short positions even
mote times a day, these activities are part of what is called high frequency trading
thanks to which traders try to gain from the stochastic fluctuations of prices.
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2.2
2.2.1

Spin simulating models
The Ising Model

The Ising Model, is a model conceived to describe ferromagnetic behavior of matter
from a microscopical point of view. To this end we usually describe energy through
an hamiltonian function composed by a fist term, which takes into account for the interactions between first neighbors, and a second term which describes the interaction
with an external magnetic field.
J·

H (s1 , . . . , sN ) =

X

si sj

i,j✏hi

H·

N
X

(2.4)

si

i=1

where we assume J and H constants, indicating as <> the number of first neighbors.
In statistical mechanics it is very important the role of the partition function,
which in case of the canonical ensemble description, in which energy is conserved,
it’s described as:
X
Q=
e H (s1 ,...,sN )
(2.5)
{si }

that correspond to the sum of Boltzmann weights for all possible system configurations. We can use it to normalize the probability density function composed of the
Boltzmann weights divided by the partition function:
⇢(s1 , . . . , sN ) =

e

H (s1 ,...sN )

Q

(2.6)

,

1
where represent the Boltzmann temperature = kT
[erg]. We can also introduce
the local field hamiltonian hk for a single spin sk , which takes into account for the
local interactions among spins and that allows to define new types of interactions,
and then, as we shall see later, it is very useful in order to simulate the individual
interactions.
So, according to Chandler [9], we can define h, the local field, as:

h = (h1 , h2 , ..., hN ) ⌘

@H
=
@s

@H(s1 , s2 , ..., sN )
=
@s1 @s2 ...@sN

✓

@H
@H
, ...,
@s1
@sN

◆

where the microscopical state of a single spin can only assume values si = ±1, and
H
we can define local field in place of a single spin as the ratio hk =
between the
sk
increment resulting from the spin flip sk ! sk0 :
H =
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h k sk

(2.7)

In this way the local field for first neighbors interaction term will be
X
hJ,k = J
sj
j✏<k>

where < k > represent the number of first neighbors for spin sk . And the Hamiltonian
related to the interaction with the external field, can be rewritten considering the
diﬀerence between the energy before
!
N
+1
N
X
X
H= H
si = H
si + sk
i=1

i=1

and after the spin flip sk ! sk0

0

H =

N
X

H

si + sk 0

i=1

!

Finding in this way the diﬀerence between values for the hamiltonian of the
system generated by the spin flip:

H=

N
X

H·

si + sk 0

i=1

!

+H ·

N
X

si + sk

i=1

!

=

H · (sk0

sk ) =

H · sk (2.8)

This way the hamiltonian term for magnetic field describes only local interactions,
as if the spin was isolated.
In the same way as before in 2.8 we can rewrite also the hamiltonian term
relative to the first neighbors interaction as:
0
1
X
X
X
H= J·
si sj = J · @
si sj + sk ·
sj A
i,j2hi

i,j2hi/(k,hki)

j2hki

and again trough considering the spin flip, we find:

H=

0

J ·@

X

i,j2hi/(k,hki)

=

si sj + sk 0 ·

J · sk 0

X

j2hki

X

j2hki

1

0

sj A + J · @

sj + J · sk

X

j2hki
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sj =

X

i,j2hi/(k,hki)

J

X

j2hki

si sj + sk ·

sj sk

X

j2hki

1

sj A =

(2.9)

from which the local field interaction again, in case of the first neighbors hamiltonian
term
X
hJ,k = J
sj
j2hki

By this, considering a bistable system in contact with a reservoir at temperature T ,
and having a partition function Q = e H(+1) + e H( 1) , we will be able to define
the probability of finding a spin in a microscopical state s = +1 (or respectively in
s = 1) as
e H(+1)
1
P(+1) =
=
(2.10)
H(+1)
H(
1)
(H(
1)+H(+1))
e
+e
1+e
(or otherwise P( 1) =
2.2.1.1

e
e

H(+1)

H( 1)

+e

H( 1)

=

1
1+e

(H(+1)+H( 1))

)

Thermal bath dynamic

The thermal bath dynamic (or heat bath algorithm) is ruled out by the probability
P(+1) for a spin to change (or remain) in the spin state si = +1 and in the same
way P( 1) for state si = 1, as also defined in equation (2.10). And reminding
from (2.7) that if the spin flips from sk = +1 ! sk0 = 1 we find sk = 2, and
the probability of finding the k-th spin in the state sk = +1 at time t + 1 will be
described by
1
P [sk (t + 1) = +1] =
(2.11)
1 + 2 2 hk
The evolution of the system over time is obtained by setting the status of the k-th
spin according to this probability, and repeating this procedure for all spins of the
lattice one by one, as if we only put one spin at time in contact with the temperature
T reservoir , freezing for an instant all the other remaining spin.
The thermal bath dynamic is considered the natural dynamic for the Ising
model, and more in general of any spin model. In some works it is also called the
Glauber Dynamics, used in several multidisciplinary applications such as for neural
networks, in genetics (for Protein Folding), and also in social sciences.
2.2.2

A Spin Model for simulating the stock market

As already anticipated in previous chapter during the study of methods for representing a stock market activity, we also encountered works in which have been used
spin models with a thermal bath dynamic [6, 13]. Now we are going to illustrate how
it is possible to connect a stock market dynamic with dynamics of a spin system,
and we will discuss the following results.
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Taking into account the interactive nature of chartists agents we can adopt a
spin model to emulate their own interactions, in this way we can consider a system
of N agents represented by the N-spins si i = 1, . . . , N . Each agent can have a spin
si = +1 if he is a buyer and si = 1 if he is a seller, and in tis simple example we
assume that they trade a fixed stock quantity U 0 . So if we have a number n+ of
buyers and n of sellers, we can write the following equations

n+ + n = N

n+

n =

N
X

si

i=1

and by this we can describe the aggregate excess demand , which simply is the diﬀerence between buyers and sellers which represent the disequilibrium of prices, as:
U = U0

N
X

(2.12)

si

i=1

Utraded = Uint.traded ±

U = U0

N±

PN

i=1 si

2

!

(2.13)

Then we introduce M fundamentalist agents, who will evaluate their fair price
Pm⇤ (t) (2.1.1), where m = 1, . . . , M , and that will buy or sell depending on the difference between the current log-price value of the stock log P (t) and the log of the
of fair price estimated, (log P (t) log Pm⇤ (t)). But in the real markets fundamentalists choose their fair price analyzing a huge quantity of data coming from the real
financial world, as we already aforementioned (2.1.1).
Therefore not being able to include in a simulation model all the macroeconomic information related to a real market the author [6] choose to simulate
the the fair price of fundamentalists with a simple random walk.
According to classical financial theory the stock price is determined by the meeting between aggregate demand and supply, which means that the price is updated
depending on the net balance between all trading decisions, and by this definition
we can highlight the aggregate excess demand as the main cause for the instability
of the system, which makes prices go up or fall down.
Furthermore in this model we assume that the fundamentalists agents are able
to absorb all the excess demand generated by chartists, and by this we can write down
an elegant equilibrium equation from which to deduce the fundamentalist trading
activity as a function of the excess demand of chartists:
U0

N
X
i=1

si =

M
X

k(log P (t)

log Pm⇤ (t)) = kM log P (t)

m=1
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kM log P ⇤ (t)

(2.14)

In this way we can obtain a model for price, and making a parallelism with the
corresponding physical system we can describe it as an average magnetization term
plus a white noise process (w(t) / log P (t) log Pm⇤ (t)) representing the uncertainty
on the fair price estimated by fundamentalists:
log P (t) = a·

N
X

(2.15)

si + b· w(t)

i=1

where Pm⇤ (t) does not depend on the specific m-th agent we are considering because
in this description we assign this value completely at random, and for the Central
Limit Theorem the sum
of normally-distributed random variables with same mean
PM
and the same variance m=1 log Pm⇤ (t) = log P ⇤ (t) will behave like a random variable
described by the same distribution, so in this work the price it is described such a
pure random walk process.
In order to use the thermal bath dynamic to simulate the stock market dynamics
we have to define an hamiltonian term for every interaction we want to include in
the model, using again the local field formalism.
Firstly we can introduce a ferromagnetic term in order to account account of
the transactions in trend of the agents:
X
hs,k = J
si
(2.16)
i✏<k>

where J > 0, describing the local tendency of a single agent to follow the trend
determined by the global market activity. Then we have an antiferromagnetic term
to describe agents that change their strategy (flip their spin) if they are loosing too
much. And we can model it by using an antiferromagnetic term, which is still a local
form hamiltonian term obtained as described by the equation (2.7) from the original
term
!2
X
↵
H=+ ·
si
N
i
H=

↵ X
2
si
N i6=k

!

(sk0

obtaining
h↵,k =

2

sk ) and by hk =
↵ X
si
N i6=k

H
sk
(2.17)

this term is responsible for taking the whole system into the disequilibrium. From the
point of view of the physical interpretation, this term produces an increase in the over18

all energy through an increase in the global magnetization. Below the critical temperature of the Ising model this interaction it is competing with the nearest neighbors interaction, trying to bring the system towards a state of defined magnetization (spontaneous
magnetization).
In the article Bornholdt [6] use also an additional term not corresponding to any
hamiltonian interaction, but which describes a dissipative type of interaction that
makes the energy of system decrease:
h

,k

=

2

N

sk

N
X

si

(2.18)

i6=k

From the economic point of view, this term would correspond to the stop loss instrument, which is a real existing instrument commonly used by the contrarian investors to prevent such possible losses deriving from having chose the wrong trading strategy. The local field for this term is equal in absolute value to the one
encountered in equation (2.17) which describes the contrarian agents tendency to
change their spin state if price is too high or too low because of the mass eﬀect
of chartists net trade. Here the spin flipping is promoted also if trading activity is too high in the same sign of the specific agent, simulating the real behavior of investors conducting the so called minority game trying to predict when
trend is changing caused by too high speculative bubbles or too low price falls.
Finally there is the term for interaction with the external magnetic field, which describes a tendency collective behavior induced by external causes, such as particular
long-run macroeconomic conjuncture or other external informations able to polarize
the investors’ decisions:
hH,k = H
(2.19)
H=H·

N
X

si

(2.20)

i

and in the local field formalism this interaction is described by a constant term. The
temperature that is being used in Boltzmann weights plays an important role also
from the point of view of financial description, we can define the Boltzmann weights
as
e H (s1 ,...sN )
⇢(s1 , . . . , sN ) =
,
Q
1
where
= kT
, and it describes the probability weight of a specific spin system
configuration. In this case the temperature represents the uncertainty due to the
external information, that at each time aﬀect the agents interactions, in agreement
with the physical interpretation due to the fluctuation-dissipation theorem.
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As result of this study the author [11] analyzed the eﬀect of adding a term
at a time in the hamiltonian of the system, firstly observing the changes in the
physical quantities such as the average absolute magnetization, an he found that
by introducing the second term (2.17) the system looses its characteristic phase
transitions provided by the Onsager solution of the Ising model. Because under the
critical temperature the competition between ferromagnetic an antiferromagnetic
terms we don’t observe global magnetization state as showed in 2.2

Figure 2.2: (left)Average absolute magnetization with respect to the temperature of system in case of Ising
model (right) and of simulated data (in red); (b)Inverse probability for magnetization states for ↵ = 0.0
and ↵ = 0.05, which indicates the loss of potential wells. (Immages from [11])

By this we can observe how the ferromagnetic interaction under the critical
temperature can cause the reduction of the activation energy removing the potential
wells 2.2. But contemporary the first neighbors interaction continues to prevent the
formation in the system of clusters and states of global magnetization.

Figure 2.3: Spin simulations with thermal bath dynamic introducing term (2.17) with ↵ = 0.2 for time
step 1, 100 and 1000. Immage from [11]
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Figure 2.4: Spin simulation introducing term (2.18) with

= 2 and T = 0.869, we can observe a metastable
state in (1) that collapses very quickly (2) (3) and that finally reach an other equilibrium state that keeps
fluctuating until it still collapses after some thousands Monte Carlo steps, and that repeats endlessly.
Immage from [11]

We observe the same disappearance in the phase transition for energy, the
thermal capacity and the magnetic susceptivity show once again a behavioral change
from the Ising model, but this bring the system to a fixed equilibrium state. While
by introducing the non hamiltonian term (2.18) the author could observe market
shocks like those from real stock markets, and the succession of equilibrium and
disequilibrium states due to the presence of the fundamentalist random walk.
but this model is not particularly eﬀective in reproducing the so-called styl21

ized facts of the stock market, the hypothesis of Levy distributed returns can’t be
demonstrated by a too weak exponent ↵ = 1.93 to prove a sign gaussian case with
a too high levy to determine a fat tail complex behavior, due to the presence of a
random walk in price updating process.
This model reveals to be a very interesting test of new interactions from the
physics point of view by using the Metropolis-Hastings or Glauber dynamics, showing
diﬀerent curious behaviors from the classical Ising model, but their compatibility
with a real financial system that we aim to model seems to weak. The most critical
point of this work are the usage of an equilibrium equation for determining the price
updates and the choice to model the fundamentalist fair prices with a simple random
walk, because this doesn’t reflect the real behavior of a stock market but they seem
much choices dictated by the mathematical formalism than from the concrete reality
of the phenomenon instead.

2.3

Agent based modeling

In this work, I designed a new agent based simulation model for stock market, in
order to reproduce its complexity features by considering the agents’ microscopical interactions. We used the ABM for modeling stock market as already done in
previous studies by Arthur et al. [2], or Lux and Marchesi [15], in which has been
focused the connections between the microscopical interactions of the investors and
stock market complex dynamics, especially some specific social interactions, which
are thought to be the cause for the collective behavior that is behind the presence
of bubbles and crashes in the market trends, better known by the name of herding
eﬀect.
In building the model, we took inspiration from the important scientific contributions to the ABMs for stock market of Palmer et al. [20], and in particular
we considered the big data studies of Pentland [21] for modeling social interactions
between the agents.
The ABM for financial markets usually divide in two main types of models,
simulation for testing theoretical ideas or intuitions by mean of computer-based simulations and works that tries to replicate in a quantitative manner the main features
of real market trends and. In the second case authors usually adapt their simulation
models to real data doing what it is called the parameter calibration of a model,
but this procedure it is generally not suﬃcient to reproduce real markets behavior
because of the uncertainty surrounding the choice on the model that better fit a
finite sample of data, and this issue generally requires a model selection procedure
to better choose the model without being influenced by the specific sample we use.
Regarding the agents modeling approach for stock markets there are two main
classes in which the models are divided, the N-type design and the autonomous
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type design. In the N-type design we assign to investors agents particular predictive
models or trading strategies, as in the case of fundamentalist-chartists dichotomy,
and by this the model complexity is measured by counting the number of agent
types in the model. While in the autonomous adaptive design, such as in case we use
Genetic Algorithms, in which we allow to the agents not only to choose a specific
strategy from those which already exist but also to create new ones. By this design
approach it is possible to reach an higher model heterogeneity, because in this way
the agents can choose their strategy from a larger behavioral space instead of a
fixed one, allowing to agents to give diﬀerent kind of feedbacks producing an higher
realism.
The model complexity for ABMs hasn’t got a unique definition but can be
defined in diﬀerent ways, as for example we can define it considering the the model
heterogeneity, as we just said, that consists in measuring complexity on the basis of
the variety of the existent behavioral species, or another way is to measure model
complexity as the number of levels in code building blocks we used.
For example in Westerhoﬀ [24] the endogenous dynamics responsible for the
prices updates, is a result of the non-linear interactions between positive and negative
feedback resulting from diﬀerent building locks.
For example an other measure of complexity is represented by how much it is
diﬃcult to describe by an analytic model our price dynamic, and we can address this
issue by measuring the number of model parameters we need to predict future prices,
such as linear regression with more parameters or a non-linear model. An other
measure for model complexity can be defined through the length of code, that can
be measured as for example by the number of for, while, if or else cycles present in
the program, or also through the maximum number of nested blocks, which represent
the so called computational depth. Other complexity measures are represented by
the computing time needed by a single simulation run, or also the memory storage
capability required for all the model variables. An other thing to note is that the
model behavior can strongly depend by the code blocks implementation, especially
on the way in which they are connected together, in fact only from changing the way
in which the building blocks are connected together can make the model surprisingly
gives diﬀerent results.
In a financial ABM the agents usually represent traders, and so their behavior
is determined depending on how they choose their trading strategy with respect to
the endogenous price, which is determined by the trading microscopical dynamic of
the model itself.
The most simple agent that we can design is the zero-intelligence agent, that
is a trader which can decides its own strategy (to buy, or to sell) simply at random,
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without any strategy connected to price trend observations. This kind of agents is
an important ABM agent benchmark , and it is also present in the most complex
models, in fact they are very important in the price generating process, because they
represent the result of noisy eﬀect on the price dynamics caused by action of unskilled
agents or by agents which have only a partial market information.
But we can also model agents with some predictive models able to characterize
their trading strategies, and the most popular description present in literature is the
chartists-fundamentalists description that we have already discuss (2.1.1).
As described in Palmer et al. [20] we can also use genetic programmed agents
that produce non-continuos piece-wise linear forecasting rules. But their greater limitation for reproducing the model complexity is represented by the strong dependence
on the specific algorithm implementation we chose, and it will strongly compromise
the model selection procedure used by the genetic algorithm.
There is a big diﬀerence in building an agent based model by programming
agents with a switch mechanism or with an inductive learning processes, such as
genetic algorithms. In the case of a probabilistic switching between some preimplemented strategies it is possible to describe the herding behavior as driven by
the choices of the agents majority, while in the second case agents are able to learn
strategies just from their personal experience.
Furthermore there is an additional kind of learning process for agents that is
called social learning, and it is described in Pentland [21], it requires direct interactions between agents an it is usually addressed by modeling only a single-population
of agents, assigning GA to all market investors.
In the most classical ABMs price is updated at low frequency ( daily prices),
diﬀerently from real markets in which occur the high frequency trading that is the
possibility for investors to be informed on price updates during their day trading
activity, and how it is easy to image this trading type leads to the formation of
violent trends, much more unpredictable than the monthly market performance saw
on a daily time scale. The mechanism of price updating adopted in ABM is usually
implemented through an analytical formula aiming to reproduce the properties of the
most popular call auctions occurring in real stock exchanges. This goal is addressed
by using a function of the aggregate excess demand , that as we have already seen
is a microeconomic function depending on the diﬀerence between number of buyers
and sellers, and which measures the price instability.
2.3.1

The Santa Fe artificial stock market

The most popular agent based model of financial markets is the Santa Fe artificial
stock market, which was designed as described in the homonym paper written by
Arthur et al. [2] using the Swarm simulation package, a simulating environment
written in Objective C and Java.
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The artificial stock market was used by authors to test various hypothesis
and various settings of stock markets, and in particular they focused on studying
the emergence of complexity patterns in their model, in contrast with the classical
theory of rational expectations of agents.
In this model agents are able to optimize their portfolio strategy by choosing
to diversify their investment through one risky asset and a risk-less one ( which can
be seen as leaving money in a bank, a BTP, or T-Bills) which ensures fixed interest
rates. Choosing a finite number N of agent (between 50 and 100) interacting only
by the market dynamics and not in other ways such as in other simulations works.
Dividends for the assets are generated by an artificial Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process
d(t + 1) = ⇢d(t) + ↵⌘(t), where ⌘(t) is a gaussian noise with zero mean.
Each investor can chose to diversify his investment among a risk-free and a
risky asset through a market share hi (t), which represent the relative percentage of
financial wealth invested in stocks. In this way agent will be characterized by a total
wealth wi (t) = Mi (t) + hi (t)p(t).
The agent set of informations about the market consist of price, dividend, total
number of bids and total number of asks at each time step, and in addition some
kinds of diﬀerent predictive model.
All these informations are summarized in a seven digits string, where each digit
can be 0 or 1 corresponding to the choice of using or replace one of the seven possible
predictors. The fist three predictors describe a fundamentalist agent strategy, which
consist in to compare actual price of security with the true value of the asset, while
the other three predictors are assigned for technical investors, which act according
to moving averages with diﬀerent estimating periods .
Each agent is able to optimize his portfolio strategy, according to classical
theory of eﬃcient markets which provides an analytic solution for market share in
case of constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) of the investor
hi =

Ei [p(t + 1) + d(t + 1)]
2
i

p(t)(1 + r)

(2.21)

,where stays for the constant value of relative risk aversion for the investors, which
represent how much the investor is willing to risk. Where Ei [p(t + 1) + d(t + 1)] is
the expectation value of future asset returns, which ave been forecast using diﬀerent
strategies depending on individual investor.
A key aspect of this study is to identify transition between rational and complex
regimes, regulated by a parameter which account for updating frequency updating
of the expectation strategy in the genetic algorithm of agents.
According to standard financial theory of eﬃcient markets informations about
a specific asset are all discounted in its price. This means that each agent knows at
every time all other agent’s price expectations, implying that price goes towards an
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equilibrium state, and leaving no chance for profit opportunities in following technical
strategies of predicting specific trends.
But this is not what happen in a real market, because in a real market each
single agent make its own expectation individually on the basis of what he think
other agents expectations could be in a certain time. At each time agent-i will try
2
to estimate Ei [dt+1 | It ] and Ei [pt+1 | It ] with a certain volatility index i,t
, and
assuming a perfect market’s arbitrage at each time price will be determined as
X
pt =
wj,t (Ej [dt+1 | It ] + Ej [pt+1 | It ])
(2.22)
j

1
where = 1+r
(“r” is the risk-free rate) and wj,t =

P

1
2
j,t
1
k 2
k,t

which is the relative

confidence of the agent-j expectation.
For homogenous agents, with similar models adopted to make predictions, the
rational expectations equilibrium assets that all agents knows expectations of other
agents so they can predict with low variance future prices, because the overall dynamics has been already determined from the beginning.
In case of rational expectations (using deductive reasoning, with CARA analytic solutions), diﬀerent agents expectation values may converge to a stable price if
there exist an equilibrium state.
While in case of heterogeneous agents with several forecasting models, each
agent doesn’t exactly know, as in the homogeneous case, what could be the other
agents expectations, and so price uncertainty will grow up, described by
X
Ei [pt+1 | It ] = Ei [ {wj,t+1 (Ej [dt+2 | It ] + Ej [pt+2 | It ])} | It )
(2.23)
j

so that price in (1) will inevitably depend on the other agents future expectations,
that after k iterates, with an enough large k, will bring to the complete indeterminacy.
So this is the reason why a deductive reasoning is impracticable for heterogenous
agents.
Thus in a inductive reasoning agents can choose among diﬀerent forecasting
models (hypothesis) and select at each time that one which gives to them the best
accuracy for the performances relative to the actual values of price. This selection it
is made possible by agents who adopt genetic algorithms, where the selecting process
it’s made by using a fitness criterium based on accuracy of predictions, in which we
assign weights to each single hypothesis based on which most frequently performs
well, and we use these weights to combine the hypothesis in order to obtain new
crossed strategies.
This approach make us able to take into account of model complexity, generated
by the non-linear combination among individual rational heterogeneous expectations
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which also cause speculative bubbles and crashes, that is the case in which technical
investors are able to predict future outcomes of prices with highest accuracy, finding
profit opportunities.
So in a first step authors conduced experiments aiming to prove classical theories results, and they find the equilibrium price described by the classical theory
in a very simple way. Then in a second step, introducing the agents heterogeneity
by assigning them diﬀerent linear predictors (still keeping rational expectations), we
observe the convergence of the system toward an equilibrium state.
Then in a last step we observed that adopting an inductive way of reasoning
for choosing the agents strategies, using genetic algorithms, it is possible to describe
both the rational and complex regime. By this it is possible to observe complex
patterns consisting in the fat tail eﬀect on autocorrelations and cross-correlations,
as also for distributions of volatility, returns and trading volumes, exactly like it can
be observed in real markets.
2.3.1.1

Critical aspects

In this work, as in other works which approach the studying of financial markets the
time series for endogenous quantities, such as future dividends, have been generated
using a pre-defined stochastic model. This description may capture uncertainty surrounding the phenomenon and also fit well some partial results, but it cannot clearly
explain what kind of agents’ interaction, on microscopic scale, could generate such a
behavior.
This way the model doesn’t take into account of all complex social dynamics
and psychological aspects which aﬀect the real phenomenon, and that may be the
the cause for herding eﬀects, like others complex features.
Through this complex approach, it becomes meaningless to consider the classical portfolio optimization techniques that use the eﬃcient market theory, and in
which the investor can make decisions according to a simple utility function and by
using an analytical solution, such that we have seen in the equation 2.21.
In real stock markets price is continuously updated by the occurring of single
exchanges between buyers and sellers, and not only at the equilibrium when demand
meets supply as assumed by classical theory and also form most of the models. In fact
the price mainly depends on desires and expectations of investors which represent
the real source of market complexity, and which allow price to evolve also out of the
equilibrium.
The model also take into account fundamentalist investors, that are supposed
to estimate a true value for the risky asset by considering diﬀerent macroeconomic
features from the a real market. But also in this work they use data coming from
the model itself instead of data coming from real market, in fact the authors [2]
considered dividend time series generated by a standard stochastic process .
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2.4

How ideas spreading can aﬀect market’s behavior

An other important source of inspiration for building a new kind of ABM was the
book of Pentland [21], from which in particular I took important insights on how to
reproduce the market collective behaviors from agents social behaviors, such as the
herding eﬀect. In this book Pentland, one of the world most important data scientists
and professor at the MIT, deal with the spreading process of ideas, studying how
much the exchange of ideas can influence a society. In building my ABM I was
inspired in particular by one of the experiments he describes in his book that he
carried out that on the world largest social trading platform that is named eToro.
The eToro platform is a financial exchange platform for day trading investments,
consisting on short-run speculative activities that involve high-risk securities such as
derivatives, futures, options, etc.
The extraordinary main characteristic of this trading market is that it allows its
users to follow the someone else strategy, and users which are followed by other users
can receive a money bonus from the platform on the basis of how many investors
choose to follow their trading strategy. On the other side common agents that want
follow the someone else strategy can look at how much profit the other investors
realized, which represent the success of their strategies, in order to choose which one
to follow.
In this way user can create a social network structure in which by following the
other agents’ portfolios performances and only the must successful ideas are more
likely to be spread, without knowing if those users in turn are following the someone
else strategy. The real novelty in this financial markets is the possibility also for
unexperienced traders to follow strategy of the greatest professionals in order to
increase their profits, using what Pentland calls social learning, that is the ability
of reproducing strategy of the the most successful individuals, learning from the or
others’ success and mistakes. In this way transaction occurring on the platform
outline the underlying network structure, giving possibility to the author and his
group yo analyze the connectivity pattern deriving the network adjacency matrix
and by this they could discover that the majority of users copy only a few traders,
while many other agents do not copy anyone at all. Therefore the resulting network
structure appears as a scale free network, in which the ideas can be spread copied
by the agents, and what we can observe is that the agents with few links learn lesser
than those who have more links, but also that in clusters with an high number of
interconnected agents ideas remain trapped causing what Pentland calls the selffeedback eﬀect.
By analyzing data on the euro/dollar Pentland and his group could analyze the
activities of 1.6 million traders, tracking 10 mln of transactions in oder to derive the
eﬀect that social learning has on people decisions From the following figure2.4 of the
book[21] it is we observe the learning pattern of the underlying social network that
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operating traders cannot see, in which we put a dot for each user copying other users
outlying their social behavior.

Figure 2.5: (Left) In figure is shown the connectivity pattern of the market where each point represent a
treader (on horizontal axes) that follows an other user strategy (on vertical axes). Image from Pentland
[21]

Figure 2.6: (Right) Each point is the averaged performance of all eToro “social traders” over a day,
describing returns obtained from users ranked for their rate of ideas flow. Image from Pentland [21]

From the image 2.4 we can see a lot of white space representing isolated agents
or agents that copy only few users, and on the other side there is a part of the graphic
almost covered by points that represent big cluster of people that use social earning,
and we note that the largest part of the agents lays in between these two extremes.
Some people clearly have few opportunities for social learning having too low number
of links with other users, while at the contrary others are embedded in a cluster of
feedback loops receiving the same ideas for all time, having no chance to explore new
strategies, but the most of users have a middling number of opportunities for social
learning. Each person trading on eToro has a diﬀerent pattern of exploration, and
as a consequence has a diﬀerent set of ideas to work with.
Furthermore Pentland examined how this connectivity can influence the users
trading activity by examining the average returns of users investments over an entire
day, which it is possible to compare with the rate of ideas flow that is the rate between
probability whereby individual traders decide to copy the some else strategy and the
probability where whom they in turn are copied from other traders.
Through this research it was discovered that if users fell in middle case they
would get an increase in returns of their investments of up to the thirty percent. So
looking also at the two extremes cases we can find that social learning seems to have
an enormous role on systems behaviors and so on individuals.
Furthermore the Pentland group discovered that a community based on social
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learning self-generates a scale free fractal network , where connections are systematically much more diversified than in a simple random network. As usual studying
rumor and opinion spreading processes on networks computer scientist adopt methods of analysis coming from epidemiology, that is to consider the spread of an ideas
as a random process characterized by a probability density function and in particular
by a diﬀusion rate indicated as ⌘.
But the spreading of ideas diﬀer from the epidemic spreading for two main
characteristics that are: first, ideas propagate much more slowly than an epidemic
and they often require in empirical observations the usage of network incentives ( e.g.
money prizes), like in case of money bonus for investors that choose to be followed on
the eToro platform. Second, the probability with which agents has to follow a specific
user depends on the degree of confidence that the agent establishes with its leader ,
as also described in the Axelrod model [3] that is a dynamical model for opinion
spreading on network in which agents preferential attach to agents depending on the
number of qualities they share.
According to Pentland the human beings, as also animals, use social learning as
the evolutionary answer to surviving of the species, because they found that learning
from the someone else fails and success can be the key for the progress of a society.
In this process when personal information appears to be confused it is crucial for
individuals to rely on social learning, whereas when personal beliefs prevails it can
be lessen.
Pentland individuate the main cause of the herding eﬀect in the single thought,
which realizes when there is too much trust in few individuals and the system falls in
an echo-chamber consisting in the self-flow of ideas, and this is the eﬀect that drives
financial systems in generating bubbles and crashes.
Since the end of the nineteenth century philosophers began to define human
beings as rational individuals taking rational decisions, but new data today available
are undermining this view. In fact thanks to the research work of sociologist, and
tanks to the big quantity of data available about phone calls web communications,
GPS, and so forth, today we are always more able to understand how much the
human behavior is also strongly aﬀected by the social context in which people live,
as the same as it depends on rational thought and desires of the individuals.
In the economics rationality is expressed in the assumption that individuals
know what they want and that consequently act to get it, but this is not always
true, and as demonstrated by Pentland work the desires of the individuals often
depend on the social network to which they are linked.
As an example, after the economic recession of 2008 when suddenly the value
of many properties fell below the value of their mortgage, then it only needs a
few owners who abandon their homes becoming defaulted in paying mortgage to
induce many neighbors to do the same, demonstrating that also a behavior before
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considered almost criminal and immoral became a common practice. So that shows
how, regarding their own economic welfare, in most cases individuals are collectively
rational and only a few times they reveal to be individually rational .
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Chapter 3

The Model
Taking inspiration from previous works [2, 15, 20] I decided to build an ABM for
modeling stock market, focusing in particular on the herding eﬀect, the collective
behavior responsible for markets bubbles and crashes.
For that purpose it was essential the inspiration taken by Pentland work [21]
in which, by conducing Big Data analysis, he studies how the idea spreading process
influence social behaviors. In particular he conduced studies on the eToro, the world’s
largest day trading platform, from which the author could map the market social
network structure, as described in Sec. 2.4. In fact, according to Pentland, combining
this big data approach with the results of the research of sociologists in field of
behavioral finance, we shall be able to properly address the problem of modeling
stock market complexity.
So in building the model we combined the modeling techniques present in classical ABMs works [2] with the physical approach of an interacting spin model [6],
but also with the social network approach developed by Pentland [21]. In this way
we realized an original model design, which diﬀers from classical works for giving up
the classical chartists-fundamentalists dichotomy in order to focus on complex social
behaviors.
Therefore we introduced four diﬀerent types of agents: random traders that, as
already seen in others works [2], account for the lack of information, the savers, and
in particular the followers agents able to copy strategies of some hubs agents, that
are follower with the highest financial wealth. These last two types of agents describe
a copying network dynamic, making the decisions of few agents more decisive than
those of the others in determining the price trend. The simulation program was
written in NetLogo 5.2 that is a free software and one of most widely used modeling
framework for agent based simulations.
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3.1
3.1.1

How we designed model agents
The random traders

As already seen in other simulation works on stock market, we chose to introduce in
our model the type, also called the zero-intelligence agents. This choice is motivated
by the need for an intrinsic stochastic behavior for price, in fact in the short run,
according to the classical financial theory, a Wiener process can reproduce well the
stock price trend [4] based on which the agents will take decisions.
In real stock markets a large number of investors conduce everyday several
trading operations, and especially in case of speculative investment such as the high
frequency trading, it may happen that even small delays in prices make that many
orders are wrongly executed. Usually on speculative markets the investors need for
a quick information flow about the price state, in order to decide whether it is time
to abandon or not their position, and because of the relatively slow frequency at
which the buy and sell, the orders are executed in most of operations traders can
get wrong. Furthermore it is reasonably to think that many traders do not invest
following professional strategies, or that others do not possess the overall information
they would need to make forecasts on future market prices or to formulate successful
strategies.
Therefore, by these motivations and aiming to model the source of market price
trend uncertainty we introduced the randomTraders, agents able to decide at each
time step their trading position (to buy or sell, i.e. their spin state) in a purely
random and uncorrelated way by a Bernoulli extraction between the buy or sell
positions, in order to generate of a random walk eﬀect on the overall trend of price.
In fact, by summing more Bernoulli agents’ activities it is possible to produce
what is usually called a Wiener process, that is a diﬀusive process resulting from the
sum of several binomial stochastic variables over a certain time n⌧ , which for the
Central Limit Theorem converges to a normally distributed process.
For a single binomial distributed variable (between two states, buy or sell) in
case of equal probability p = 12 we have the simple distribution form
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where n is the number of agents, while m is the diﬀerence between number of agents
that chose to buy and number of traders that chose to sell.
This will describe the net length of a so-called random walk, which is a stochastic discrete process depending on n diﬀerent extraction, in which each discrete step
depends on the diﬀerence between agents deciding to buy and agents that not.
At the limit of infinitesimal time time ⌧ we can obtain a discontinuous steps
stochastic process continuous in time dependence, describing a Wiener process that
is a typical example of diﬀusive process described by a normal distribution
e
P (x̂(t)) = p

x2
4Dt

⇡Dt

(3.1)

where the second momentum of distribution depends on the Einstein diﬀusion coefficient D
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that in this case depends on the time of execution ⌧ of each single random extraction.
3.1.2

The savers

Then we chose to experiment the introduction of a diﬀerent type of agent, the saver s.
They are present in most of the real markets, and their investments can drive sustained bullish (increasing) or bearish (decreasing) market trends, which represent
markets with a clear leading trend. In fact, the biggest growths in price values for a
single stock are usually determined by many investors who decide to invest part of
their savings in stocks.
So by this fact we chose to model an agent type who just simply keeps a fix
trading strategy for all simulation run, in order to test if the presence of this type of
agents can determine some noticeable changes in the behavior of our model prices.
In particular we aimed to demonstrate that the introduction of this kind of agents
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can influence the price stability, leading to formation of large increasing or decreasing
trends reducing the eﬀect of speculative activities.

Figure 3.1: Model Dynamics: the random traders (left) can make a binomial chose by probability
p = 0.5 while the savers (right) choose a fixed position to keep for all the simulation time.

3.1.3

Hubs and followers

The most important role of the model is played by the hubs and followers agents. We
took inspiration from the experiment conduced by Pentland on the eToro platform[21]
already described in section sec.2.4, in which the investors could chose to follow the
someone else trading strategy or to be followed, letting the herding eﬀect emerge as
a consequence of the self-referential clusters of the most connected agents that may
be generated by this mechanism.
From this inspiration I created agents able to copy the strategy of other model
agents, the followers, and from these, by using a selective mechanism based on
the agents’ highest financial wealth, I created the hubs type, representing the most
successful agents of the market that can decide to buy or to sell inducing other agents
(the connected followers) take the same trading decision.
This mechanism aim to reproduce the real cause for the herd behavior , that is
represented by the trust relationships between the professionals (the hubs) and their
clients (the followers) able to influence the trading strategies of many investors.
In this way it becomes more explicit the centrality of just some of traders
among all the investors, because in this way only a few fixed number of agents will
be able to drive the price trend through their trading decisions. As we already saw
discussing about the updating price methods used in other previous works, the excess
demand, that is the diﬀerence between buyers and sellers, is the principal source of
disequilibrium in price dynamic, and in our work we let the hubs could determine
the changes in the excess demand.
The hubs agents can chose to change their strategy in the case they realize too
many consecutive losses in the value of their trading position, caused by a random
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eﬀect or by a specific adverse trend. This eﬀect depends on a specific model parameter, that is the hubs loss tolerance (HLT ), which measures the limit number of
consecutive losses that an hub agent is willing to tolerate. This parameter, as we will
see in the next sections, represents the hubs level of uncertainty on future market
prices making the most central agents of our model unsure on the outcome of their
strategy, and as a result that makes the uncertainty spread across the system from
hubs to followers amplifying the eﬀects. This uncertainty was created in analogy to
that showed in previous works by the fundamentalist agents in determining the fair
price of a stock [2].
On the other hand we created the second most important class of agents of
the model, the followers, that we might define as the set of agents not suﬃciently
wealthy to become an hub agent, so that they will connect to one of the already
existing hubs copying its strategy.
So in this model we exploit the level of wealth as an index of agents’ success,
determining a preferential attachment criterium in order to make that the agents
with the highest wealth more attractive neighbors than the others.
We also decided to assign to followers the possibility to abandon their hub
and choosing a new one in case they realize too many losses, and we designed this
mechanism defining an other parameter that we called the followers loss tolerance
(FLT ), which controlling the level of followers uncertainty on future prices in a similar
way to the hubs loss tolerance.
In addition both hubs and followers can choose to pass, which means that they
will not continue to trade abandoning their trading position in order to become
inactive. The passing followers just change the state of their position from buy or
from sell to a third chance that is to pass, which indicates their coming out from the
market, while when an hub decides to pass, he not only has got to pass, but he has
got also to reset his trading class from hub to the follower type in order to reset all
traces of their past activity.
From this compartment passing agents can be call back in play through the
reconnectFollowers procedure, which makes that they can be regarded as new traders
entering the market, thereby having always new agents that allow us to experience
the network growth.
If both followers and hubs gain enough they can decide to close their trading
positions in order to prevent possible losses of its value. In this way the agents
can convert the value of their trading position into cash corresponding to the value
of the security times the amount of the order. If for example agents decide to
buy 1000 IBM’s stocks and IBM is listed at 154, 4$ the investor will have to pay
154.400, 00$, and if at the end of the day the IBM title gets 154, 9$ the value of
the investor’s position will then will be worth 500$, so if the agent is satisfied with
the value obtained from its position he will close the position and he will earn the
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corresponding cash value, otherwise he will risk continuing to expose his investment
to market changes.

Figure 3.2: The model dynamics: Followers chose their position depending on the decision of their
hub (just copying). Among followers with maximal wealth we reassign a fixed number of hubs, the
hubs can chose to change their strategy. Hubs and followers can pass if they go bankrupt (when
wealth = 0) or if their cash is not suﬃcient to buy a new stock, but also by closing their positions
when they have earned enough (by the closingP osition procedure). Finally passing traders can be
back in play (through the reconnectF ollowers procedure) if we have a too high number of passing
traders and we have to reconnect one in order to keep constant the number of the active followers.

3.1.4

Dynamical laws

In this description we defined a compartmental dynamic, typical of dynamical networks’ description, and by keeping constant hubs, followers and passingTraders quantities of agents we can introduce a three equation system describing this kind of
dynamic, in analogy to those used in studying of the epidemic spread of disease.
These equations describe the change in the number of agents that belong to a single
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compartment, and by keeping constant the relative percentages of species of traders
we can obtain these three conservative equations:
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In the first, we describe the conservation of hub’s number, in which we take into
account for followers that become hubs with probability described by the ↵ASSIGN (t)
rate and for followers which can flow out from this compartment by closing their
position (described by the CLOS rate) or by going bankrupt, which means that they
lose their entire wealth resulting unable to purchase new titles (described by the
DEF rate).
In the second second equation we describe the conservation of number of followers, where we take into account for followers which change their breed (their
compartment) abandoning followers’ with the same probability already seen before
(that is ↵ASSIGN (t)), and also for new followers coming from the passingTraders
compartment by reconnecting them because of the too high number of agents which
decided to pass according to a certain threshold. And finally according to the same
logic we have defined a similar equation for the conservation for number of passingTraders.
Now we have to remember that at the beginning the hubs decide their strategy at random, but during the simulation they can decide to switch their position
according to the aforementioned hubs loss tolerance parameter, which represents the
limit number of losses that an hub is willing to tolerate before he convince to change
his strategy.
This mechanism can still be formally described by using a parallel with the
spin flip occurring in the Ising model, through this equation
netResulti (t) = (Si (t)P(t)

OpPi )

(3.2)

The netResulti (t) variable described in (3.2) represents the current value of
the investor-i trading position.
In the simple case in which we do not allow for multiple stock orders, and
traders can exchange only one stock, the netResulti (t) corresponds to the diﬀerence
between the sign of position Si (t) (the spin state), which can be equal to +1 if the
investor buy and -1 if the investor sell, times the current price value P(t) of the
stock minus the price at which the investor opened the position (that is OpPi ). This
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is what in finance is also called the stock plus-valence, which is the diﬀerence between
the price at which we purchased the stock and the current cash value of the stock.
By this we can define the changePosition procedure which is responsible for
the trading decision of hubs (the spin flip), describing the position as a variable
which depends on the netResult of the position, in order to make an hub change its
position when its wait variable wi (t), an incremental variable that simply count the
time steps in which the netResult variable keeps to monotonically decrease.
The wi (t) variable is then compared with the HLT threshold and in the case
exceeds it triggers change in strategy (the spin flip), as showed by the implicit time
dependence of the Heaviside
function ✓(x), where
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otherwise

How we update the price

As we already discussed in Chapter 2, there are several techniques that can be used
to reproduce the real dynamics of stock prices by a simulation model. By observing
a simple (2.13) and a more complex (2.22) pricing model we can derive a common
structure, i.e. the dependence of the price updates on the aggregate excess demand
which represents the amount of unbalance between number of buying and selling
orders. So that we can compute the update of price at time t + 1 by adding a
diﬀerential quantity accounting for the excess demand to price at time t
P(t + 1) = P(t) +

·

The price changes are described by a term
4 = (Buyers(t)
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Sellers(t))

(3.5)

which is proportional to the diﬀerence between buyers and sellers representing the
excess demand that, as we have already said, accounts for disequilibrium in market
price. Where the proportionality coeﬃcient is , which is a model parameter that
we can calibrate by comparing results of our model with a real time series in order
to obtain more realistic price changes (3-4% of price).
Then, by considering the specific behavior of every type of agent, we can rewrite
the term
as the sum of contributions coming from trading activity model agents
of diﬀerent kinds
8
9
< X
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In this equation we sum the contributions coming from of hub-i, with i 2 H (t),
and that of the followers connected with hub-i (f ollowersi ). Then we have a constant term S0 which accounts for the diﬀerence between buying (maintaining a long
positions) and selling (maintaining a short position) savers, which is a fixed number
that will keep constant for all simulation run. Finally we add a term accounting for
the diﬀerence between buyers and sellers randomTraders that we indicate with x̂(t),
which as already aforementioned (3.1.1) is describes by a Wiener process.
It is very important to specify that in this kind of market description the system
absorbs all trading orders, with no matter if a certain number of agents wants to
buy and there is not a suﬃcient number of sellers as a counterpart, everybody will
buy and or sell respectively in anyways. Like in the Ising model, where every spin
can be oriented up or down with a finite probability without any border constraint
influencing in anyway the macroscopic variables.
This doesn’t happen by a real market dynamics, because in that case price is
not executed only when demand meets the supply, but at the contrary also when the
demand exceeds the supply or vice versa. Because every agent can decide to buy or
sell independently generating demand or supply, but only a few agents are able to
trade stocks making the price is executed under disequilibrium conditions, so that
the price can go up or down as an eﬀect of the excess demand.

3.3

NetLogo

NetLogo is a programming modeling environment created by Uri Wilensky in 1999
principally for simulating natural and social phenomena. It is a software very well
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suited for modeling complex systems because it is improved over time thanks to the
contribution of its users, and it gives the opportunity to develop simulation models
for various scientific fields.
Through its practical programming interface modelers can give instructions
to hundreds or thousands agents all of which operate independently, and this makes
that it is possible to explore connections between the micro-level and the macro-level
behaviors, causing the latter to emerge as a result of the individual dynamics.
NetLogo is one of the series of next generation modeling languages for multiagent systems, which also includes StarLogo and StarLogoT. NetLogo runs on a Java
virtual machine, so it works on all major platforms (Mac, Windows, Linux, et al),
it is runs as a desktop application but they are also supported operations by the
command line.
The software has a very user-friendly interface where we can design buttons,
switch, slider, plot, outputs and many other kinds of external commands. If we
create for example a setup button , then it has got to correspond to a relative setup
procedure in the code implementation, in which we design the type of command.
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Figure 3.3: The NetLogo website [25]

The program code is composed by procedures (functions), global variables,
and agents that in NetLogo are specifically called turtles (because of their discrete
movements) which are grouped in agent-sets (where an agent type is called a breed ).
Each agent type can also have specific type-defined variables (said turtles-owns),
where there are some standard agent variables that NetLogo assign by default, as in
case of the who variable which corresponds to a numeric value expressing the single
turtle index.
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Figure 3.4: Here we show three diﬀerent examples of models realized in NetLogo, showing the
variety of themes that can be addressed. From left to right we have a mathematical example
showing a geometric simple fractal structure like the Cock curve (on the left); than we have the
example of problem of two populations with limited resources (in the middle), ants an bugs; an at
least the example of a model for simulating the AIDS epidemic spreading which allows by choosing
parameters to test diﬀerent immunization strategies. Images from the NetLogo website [25]

There are basically two procedures that are used the most, which are the setup
an go procedures. Through the first, as the name could suggest, we setup the initial
conditions of the model in order to start a simulation, creating the initial number of
agents, and setting their main characteristics.
While the go procedure represents the set of things that the program cyclically
repeats at each simulation tick (at each time step), we program the main actions
that agents do at each tick.
In my simulation for example I introduced the to changeStrategy, the to closePosition, and the to reconnectingHubs procedures, and so forth.
We can set model parameters and global variables values, as for instance the
number of agents, through an external command such a slider or a numerical input
box. So the NetLogo interface allow to run and repeat simulation varying at each
time the parameters in a very easy way, in order to conduce a huge number of
experiment with diﬀerent model settings.
Our program produce time series for day prices emerging from the simulated
market exchanges, and NetLogo provide a .csv extension allowing to write and read
file in comma separated value format. NetLogo also make possible to directly connect
the simulation outputs with the Wolfram Mathematica software through the mathematica NetLogo extension, in this way we can also handle the computing power for
data analysis provided by Mathematica.
NetLogo also allows to use a network extension (nw ) through which it is possible to create links between agents according to specific conditions that we can define,
in order to portray a network structure relative to agents interactions. Through this
extension it is also possible to create direct links, by asking turtles to connect to
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a caller or vice versa building in this way a direct network, and NetLogo provides
specific commands to carry out network measure such as node centrality, its betweenness, the average path length, the mean-shortest path, network assortativity,
and therefore NetLogo proves to be a very useful tool for simulation and analysis of
networks.

Figure 3.5: In the first example (left) we have a spreading forest fire example based on the percolation
theory, then we show the Info menu available on a NetLogo program enabling to write introductory
notes on simulation and code we write, and finally (right) the code menu where we can write down
the real simulation program. Images from the NetLogo website [25]

3.4

The code

We designed the code by using a nested block structure in which we scheduled some
actions that the program makes it happen cyclically in form of procedures, among
which the most important are the to setup and the to go procedures.
In the to setup procedure we set the main agents features, from size to position on the world’s map, but in this model the agents position on the map has no
significance so we just set it at random for all agents. We assign number of agents
for each class on the basis of the relative breed percentages of agents that we select through some external slider commands, by varying the relative global variables
(howManySavers, howManyFollowers, howManyRandomTraders, howManyHubs).
In this way we are able to perform several simulation runs varying the simulation size (number of all agents) leaving the relative agents breed percentages
unchanged. Then creating the agents we can set their breed-variables (their owns)
such as position, the action which is the variable that specify if the agent buy, sell
or pass, the openingPrice of their position defined in (3.2).
We also introduced a diﬀerent type of investor, the savers, which can only keep
a constant position for all the simulation time. So if they start buying they will keep
buying, or selling otherwise, till the end of simulation. We chose to control relative
numbers of savers by varying the howManySavers percentage, and to command how
many of them choose to buy or sell by the positiveSavers percentage. In this way we
can select the diﬀerence between the number of buying and selling savers .
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Finally among these followers, we already created assigning them values for
wealth through as normal distributed variables with mean 1000 and standard deviation 500. We select the hubs as the followers with maximum wealth (wealth = max
[wealth] of followers), assigning them their initial strategy (buy or sell) by means
of a Bernoulli extraction, i.e. we randomly assign it as a uniform distributed non
negative integer lower than 2 (let j random 2 ) in order to make that hubs buy if
j = 0 and sell whenj = 1.
to setup
clear-all
reset-ticks
set trend 0
set price initialPrice
set prices []
create-savers howManySavers * (#Agents / 100) [setxy random-xcor random-ycor
set action ""
set shape "arrow"
set color gray
set size 2
set openingPrice price]
let i 0
ask savers [ifelse i < positiveSavers * count savers / 100[ set action "buy"
set order 1
set shape "arrow"
set color green
set i i + 1
][ set action "seller"
set order 10
set shape "downArrow"
set color red]]
create-followers howManyFollowers * (#Agents / 100)[ setxy random-xcor random-ycor
assignFollowersQualities
set order (random maxQuantities + 1)
set detrust 0
set wealth random-normal 1000 500]
ifelse randomClosure?[ ask followers [set closingPercentage (random 10) + 7]
][ ask followers [set closingPercentage setClosingPercentage]]
create-randomTraders howManyRandomTraders * (#Agents / 100)[
setxy random-xcor random-ycor
set shape "computer workstation"
set size 1
set color grey
set order 1]
loop[ ifelse count hubs < howManyHubs * (#Agents / 100)[
ask one-of followers with [wealth = max [wealth] of followers][
set breed hubs
assignHubsQualities
let j random 2
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set openingPrice price
ifelse j = 0 [
set action "buy"
set color green
][ set action "sell" set color red]
]][stop]]
end

In the to changeStrategy procedure we also experienced what if the hubs could
change their action (i.e. flipping their trading strategy buy ! sell or sell ! buy) in
the case in which they got too many consecutive losses. As described in 3.3 and 3.4
this mechanism is controlled by a threshold parameter HLT (the hubs loss tolerance)
which measures the maximum number of consecutive losses that an hub is willing to
suﬀer before he convinces to change his strategy .
The netResult variable of the agents it’s a measure of the product of the diﬀerence between the current price and the price the security had when the agent opened
his position, times +1 if the agent is buying or times 1 if the agent is selling. For
example, if the agent decides to sell and price falls down from opening value the
netResult will be positive because the investment position gains value; on the other
hand if the agent sells and price goes up, netResult will result negative.
We also added the option to choose a strategy diﬀerent from to buy or to sell,
that is to pass. This action introduce a new state (of spin) for the agents, which
they access to in case they completely lose all their wealth or if they can no longer
purchase any stock (cash < price) during their trading activity.
to changeStrategy
let loserHubs []
ask hubs with [action != "pass"][
ifelse netResult-1 > netResult[
if waiting >= hubsLossTolerance[
set loserHubs fput who loserHubs
set waiting 0]
if waiting < hubsLossTolerance [
set waiting waiting + 1
]][set waiting 0]]
foreach loserHubs [ask hub ? [ifelse action = "buy" [
set action "sell"
if PassBeforeChange? [
set order (random maxQuantities + 1)
set netResult 0
set netResult-1 0]
ask link-neighbors [
set action "sell"
if PassBeforeChange? [
set order (random maxQuantities + 1)
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set netResult 0
set netResult-1 0]]
][set action "buy"
if PassBeforeChange?[
set order (random maxQuantities + 1)
set netResult 0
set netResult-1 0]
ask link-neighbors [
set action "buy"
if PassBeforeChange? [
set order (random maxQuantities + 1)
set netResult 0
set netResult-1 0]]]]]
end

By varying the HLT model parameter, that stays for the hubs uncertainty about
results which their strategy will lead to, we discovered that for high values (e.g. by
setting HLT about 100) hubs maintain heterogeneous strategies for longer periods,
and that in this case changes in price trend are determined by random traders action
so that price result to follow a pure random walk.
While setting low parameter values (HLT < 20) also small price fluctuations
can lead the hubs and their followers to reach states of global polarization, corresponding to the so-called herding eﬀect, that makes price can rise or fall very sharply.
When this waiting time we set it is not so long, regularly bubbles and crashes
not very violent occur as a release valve for the market uncertainty. By setting the
value for the HLT parameter next to the average time necessary such that changes
in price reaches more than two sigma out of the normal distribution mean values,
because of the Wiener process behavior generated from the random traders, we observe rare but much stronger discontinuities in the price trend. Experimentally we
have found a value for this threshold dividing these two behaviors, corresponding to
HLT = 25.
So by varying this parameter we are able to control the strength of this eﬀect
on our simulated price outcomes, causing markets bubbles and crashes. We can also
program some simulated discontinuity at specific time steps, in order to study their
eﬀect on the price time series.
We also let the possibility to followers and hubs for closing their positions in
case they reach a satisfactory income value, and by assigning a closingPercentage
variable we can control the percentage change of prices from the opening value at
which the agents are enough satisfied to decide to close their trading position.
This last skill of agents proved to be a stabilizing element for price fluctuations,
because in this way when price will have too long lasting shocks there will always be
some buyers ( or sellers, depending on the sign of the shock) that will earn enough
to decide to close their position. So they become passing traders in order to avoid
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other losses of their position values, and this activity will will contribute to stabilize
prices avoiding too persistent herd behaviors.
So varying this parameter we are indirectly able to control the average price
fluctuations, because on average the price will not continue to increase or decrease
for more than a certain period, without that some agents earn enough to close their
position.
Then through the passingPercentage we can choose the relative number of
agents that can pass, in order to keep constant the maximum percentage of followers
that can stay out of the market.
When passing agents will be much more than this threshold value, some of them
will be reconnected through the to reconnectFollowers procedure. In this procedure
we first ensure to have the adequate number of non-passed hubs, and if it is not so
we will assign new ones.
Then we identify, by using two temporary names passingTraders and activeTraders, respectively the followers that passed or not, and if the number of passingTraders exceeds the number of activeTraders we will ask to a number of random
selected passingTraders, equal to diﬀerence between passingTraders and the desired
number of passing traders (passingP ercantage · (#F ollowers/100) ) to reconnect
to one of hubs and to copy its strategy.
to reconnectFollowers
if count hubs < howManyHubs * (#Agents / 100) [reassignHubs]
let passingTraders followers with [action = "pass"]
let activetraders followers with [action != "pass"]
if count passingTraders > passingPercentage * (count followers)/100[
if count hubs != 0[
ask n-of (count passingTraders - passingPercentage *
(count followers)/100) followers with[
action = "pass"][
ifelse count link-neighbors = 0 [
create-link-with one-of hubs
set openingPrice price
set order (random maxQuantities + 1)
set action [action] of one-of link-neighbors
][set action [action] of one-of link-neighbors]]]]
ask activeTraders with [count link-neighbors = 0][
create-link-with one-of hubs
set openingPrice price
set order (random maxQuantities + 1)
set action [action] of one-of link-neighbors]
end

The true core of this simulating program is the price updating procedure also
described by 3.5 and 3.6 . We call all the agents (followers, hubs, and savers) that
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didn’t pass, and by counting how many of them chose to buy or sell we update
the price proportionally to the diﬀerence. So the price will evolve with positive or
negative trend depending on the diﬀerence between how many agents decided to
buy and how many to sell, because it represents the analogue of the excess markets
demand also used in the price updating analytic formulas of other works [6]. And we
update price multiplying this diﬀerence by a very small proportionality coeﬃcient
( = 0.005), in order to obtain average price changes of the same order of that from
real markets, and this coeﬃcient plays a role similar to the so-called relative risk
aversion of the investor .
We also update values of the trading positions of agents, represented by the
netResult variable. But we also update a netResult-1 variable, which is a variable
we use to store the last value of the position, and that we need then in the to
changeStrategy procedure for detecting a decreasing or increasing trend in way to
realize what in 3.4.
In this part of the code we also experienced the eﬀects provoked by the introduction of stock quantities for traders orders, so we use an external command to
select/unselect this option ( quantities? ).
Then in the simple case of the individual stocks exchange we set an increment
(delta) as a proportional term to diﬀerence between buyers and sellers, then we
update price with this quantity and also netResult as described in 3.2 and 3.5.
While in the case in which we consider quantities of stocks, we just simply
assign to each agent a random value for the order variable, and this time the delta
increment will be proportional to the diﬀerence between the total number of orders
of buyers and sellers, and we count them as the sum of element contained in the two
lists, one containing all the buyers’ orders and one containing all the sellers’ orders.
By comparing these two sums we can reproduce the same dynamic used for
the simple case of the individual stocks exchange, but this time each agent will be
counted a number of times equal to the amount of his order.
to changePrices
ask turtles with [breed = hubs or breed = followers] [
set netResult-1 netResult]
let traders turtles with [
(breed = hubs or breed = followers
or breed = randomTraders or breed = savers)
and action != "pass"]
let sellers count traders with [action = "sell"]
let buyers count traders with [action = "buy"]
ifelse quantities? [
let buyersOrders []
let sellersOrders []
ask traders with [action = "buy"][
set buyersOrders fput order buyersOrders]
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ask traders with [action = "sell"][
set sellersOrders fput order sellersOrders]
let delta 0.005 * abs (sum buyersOrders - sum sellersOrders)
if sum buyersOrders > sum sellersOrders[
set price price + delta
ask traders with [action = "buy"][
set netResult netResult + (delta * order)]
ask traders with [action = "sell"][
set netResult netResult - (delta * order)]]
if sum buyersOrders < sum sellersOrders[
set price price - delta
ask traders with [action = "buy"][
set netResult netResult - (delta * order)]
ask traders with [action = "sell"][
set netResult netResult + (delta * order)]]
][let delta 0.005 * abs(buyers - sellers)
if sellers > buyers[ set price price - delta
ask traders with [action = "sell"][
set netResult netResult + delta ]
ask traders with [action = "buy"][
set netResult netResult - delta ]]
if sellers < buyers [set price price + delta
ask traders with [action = "sell"][
set netResult netResult - delta ]
ask traders with [action = "buy"][
set netResult netResult + delta ]]
ifelse buyers - sellers > 0 [set trend 1][set trend -1]]
set prices lput (list ticks price) prices
end

By means of the closePosition procedure we can make that followers and hubs
close their position when they get a satisfactory gain. If an hub decides to close his
position all of his links will be removed, whereas when a follower closes his position
he only needs to remove one link. Before that hubs agents can pass we have to ensure
that they return followers, and to reset all their own-variables including wealth.
to closePosition
let traders turtles with [ breed = hubs or breed = followers and action != "pass"]
ask traders [if netResult >= (closingPercentage * (openingPrice / 100))[
set wealth wealth + netResult
if breed = followers and count link-neighbors != 0[
ask link-with one-of link-neighbors[die]]
if breed = hubs [ask link-neighbors [ask link-with one-of link-neighbors[die]]
set breed followers]
assignFollowersQualities set action "pass"]]
ask traders with [action = "pass"][
set wealth random-normal 1000 500
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set netResult 0

set netResult-1 0]

end

The overall dynamic can be summarized in scheme already proposed in 3.1.3.

3.5

Experiments

The program interface of our NetLogo program looks as reported in the following
figure 3.5:

Figure 3.6: The program interface. (on the left) there are external commands to set the model
parameters, the number of agents, the relative percentages for the agent compartments, and switch
commands to test several new procedures by activating new code blocks; (in the middle) we have
the price dynamics plot showing its time series, and also a command to generate a file in comma
separated value extension (.csv) for the price time series; (on the right) then we have the simulation
world view in which: savers agents are represented by downward arrows if sellers, and upward
arrows if buyers; the randomTraders are represented by computer shapes, while followers and
hubs respectively by simple person shapes and people with briefcase.The showed links connect the
followers with the hub from which they are imitating the strategy.

With the NetLogo graphics we represent savers by arrow shapes, the hubs and
followers by person shapes (hubs are the person with a briefcase), and randomTraders
by computer shapes. In the interface there are commands by which it is possible to
choose the initialPrice of stocks, the simulation size (i.e. the total number of agents)
and the relative percentages for all agent types. For example if we select 100 agents,
with 5% of savers 19% of followers, we will have 5 savers 19 followers, and so on.
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3.5.1

Testing diﬀerent simulation sizes

We decided to test whether the size of simulation may aﬀect price dynamics, by keeping constant the model parameters and the agent type percentages we can conduce
two simulation runs, one with 100 agents and one with 1000.
In this way we noted that, as showed in the following figures a larger number
of agents imply a higher presence of noise, especially due to a larger number of
randomTraders.

Figure 3.7: (on the left) The price of the simulated market in case of 100 agents with 5% of savers,
19% of followers, 5% of hubs and 69% of randomTraders; (on the right) Simulated price trend in
case of 1000 agents with same relative agents percentages. We can observe an increase in noise
corresponding to a larger number of traders.

We also tried what happen if we increase the model size leaving unchanged the
number of hubs and the number of followers (not keeping constant only percentages
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as before), and in the two following examples we chose the 2% and 19% of followers
respectively. We saw that if HLT = 25, in the first case (with 2% of followers and
0.3% of hubs) there are higher price fluctuations caused by an higher percentage
of randomTraders relatively to the followers. This stochastic behavior which dominates in price trend due to the randomTraders activity prevents the occurrence of
a suﬃcient number of consecutive losses, which would allow hubs to change their
strategy for HLT = 25 leading to a long bullish (increasing) or bearish (decreasing)
trend consisting in a too high uncertainty of hubs. In such a case a little percentage
of hubs led the majority of followers to always repeat the same action (to buy or to
sell), being trapped in what Pentland defines the echo-chamber situation in which it
occurs the self-flow of ideas.
In the second case with the 19% of followers, and an higher percentage of hubs
can provide more sources from which followers can copy new strategies, and so the
system seems to be much more stochastic.
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Figure 3.8: (on top) For 1000 agents in the market, and only 2% of followers, we can observe a
monotonic trend due to the few hubs (0.3% only) and to the relatively low HLT = 25. (below)
If there are more followers 19%, and we increase the number of hubs 3% the HLT = 25 is not
anymore suﬃcient to generate persistent bubbles and crashes.

3.5.2

Testing to pass before change strategy

Then we carried out experiments on what could happen by requiring the hubs and
followers to pass before they can change strategy (from buy to sell or vice versa). In
this case we didn’t find any substantial diﬀerence, as showed from the these plots of
the price trend 3.5.2. This demonstrates that both in case in which followers and
hubs continuously change strategies than in case in which they have to pass from
their position before they can change strategy, the eﬀects on volatility are still the
same .
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Figure 3.9: Tests of the eﬀects on price trends of making agents pass before they can change strategy.
We first can observe the price trend in case (on the left) the agents don’t have to pass before to
change their strategy; then (on the right) the price trend if they pass before to change. What we
can note is only that in the second case there is a little bit more increasing trend with respect to
the first, but this is not a suﬃcient element to show any significant diﬀerence between two cases.

3.5.3

Random passing percentage

We then also tested what could happen if we assign randomly the satisfactory percentage of profits (the closingPercentage) to agents, and we thought that by assigning
randomly diﬀerent values of a behavioral parameter to population of agents can better reproduce the heterogeneity of agents behaviors, as also described in Arthur et al.
[2], instead of just setting a unique value for the closingPercentage to all followers
and all hubs.
In a first moment we explored the eﬀect of diﬀerent unique passingPercentage
values assigned to all agents, in order to check the most interesting range of values
in which we could reproduce much real behaviors. Then, as also described in the
following code block, we chose a specific range of values that resulted interesting
from our checking that was found to be closingP ercentage = 7 ÷ 20.
ifelse randomClosure? [ask followers [set closingPercentage (random 14) + 7
]][ask followers [set closingPercentage setClosingPercentage]]

But, unfortunately, this test did not produced any interesting result, in fact as showed
by the following figure 3.5.3 assigning closingPercentage at random didn’t prove a
noticeable diﬀerent behavior. Except for, if we consider scales of the two plots (29.6
and 22.5) starting both from a price of 10, a tiny heterogeneity in price herding
eﬀects, because in the first graph we can see just few large jumps in price dynamic
while the majority of changes in price has a smaller size and they distinguish from
the second case in which price variations seems to be more homogeneous. Therefore
it will be necessary a deeper analysis of statistical price change behavior to can
determine some significant results.
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Anyway this technique adopted to assign a closingPercentage to population
exploring diﬀerent values without no need for external commands could be a good
idea to reduce model parameters without losing in representative skills of the model.

Figure 3.10: Testing model with (on the left) and without (on the right) a randomization to assign
values of closingPercentage to agents.

3.5.4

Studying HLT parameter

The lossTolerance of hubs is a very important model parameter, because in this
model the most violent bursts for prices are determined by hubs that decides to
change their strategy following the decision of the majority. This parameter seems
to be the analogue of the refresh rate used by genetic algorithms, as described in [2],
and low values of HLT seems to accelerate the herding eﬀect while at contrary high
values of the parameter seems to prevent the same eﬀect.
So the uncertainty represented by low values of the hubsLossTolerance can be
considered as the main cause for the herding eﬀect that is generated in our model. It
can also be identified with the lack of robustness in the system for external shocks,
which are able to provoke, as feedbacks, strong polarized states in the macroscopical
system. So from this observations we learned how to reproduce bubbles and crashes
in vitro by varying sharply this parameter at specific times.
In order to highlight the dependence of price dynamic from the hubsLossTolerance parameter we can compare two situations, one in which the hubs change their
strategies much hardly with another in which hubs switch more frequently between
states in which the system result fully polarized in herd behaviors.
So we chose the two settings of HLT = 23 and HLT = 12 to test these two
diﬀerent behaviors and, as showed by the following figures 3.5.4, in the first case
we can observe much stronger evidences for herding eﬀects while in the second we
observe a more noisy and stochastic behavior typical of periods characterized by high
uncertainty on stock markets.
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Figure 3.11: Testing diﬀerence in price dynamic before with HLT = 23 (on the left) and then with
HLT = 12 (on the right). This plots show how selecting not too high values for hubs loss tolerance
it results in generating a behavior characterized by low volatility and also by the presence of rare
bursts caused by some largest hub which decide to pass. While in the case of low HLT parameter
values we observe a completely random behavior reinforced by the hubs uncertainty.

3.5.5

The presence of the savers

With our model we compared cases of presence and absence of savers in the market,
and we note that their introduction can lead to a lightly more stable trend still
considering the scales of two figures 3.5.5, which are price ' 100.
From our test it resulted that introducing savers can make the market more
robust under unpredictable and strong herding shocks and, especially in the case in
which we have more savers than followers, we can always observe increasing trends
in price (or decreasing, depending on the net strategy of savers). We found a specific
limit ratio of savers per followers (in our model) that is 5 to 8, and we also observed
that when we exceed this limit ratio it can result in constant trend.
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Figure 3.12: In this figure we show the eﬀect of savers in determining the price trend. It seems that
by their introduction (on the right) price reaches a sort of periodically trend, because the savers
makes the price keep increasing. While the closing percentage of hubs and followers ensure that
a monotonic trend of this kind will make someone of them gaining enough to chose to close their
position, without allowing the largest bubbles or crashes that we observe in price in the case in
which we don’t have any saver (on the left).

3.5.6

Quantities of stocks

Then we wanted to test the usage of stock quantities for market trading orders,
diﬀerently from before when we just allowed single stock exchanges. To address
this issue we chose to adopt a simulating trick that we use to call the parallel order
executing, consisting in multiplying the single stock’s orders of individual agents by
counting them during the price updating many times as the quantity of stocks they
ordered.
That is, if a buyer decides to buy 5 stocks then we will count 5 buyers during
the price updating procedure, in this way the previous price dynamics will still prove
to be useful also for case in which we have multiple stock, and the relative code of
the program is that already seen at page 49.
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By introducing quantities in trading orders and keeping at the same time constant the hubsLossTolerance (HLT = 25), and also by fixing to zero the percentage
of passingTraders, we observe a more fluctuating price trend which needs more time
steps to invert the trend. But for HLT enough high values the price will result much
constant, with maximum variations of 10% of the mean value.

Figure 3.13: Testing multiple stock’s orders which introduce an higher randomization in price trend,
(on the left) with a HLT = 25 we observe a trended behavior with various changes’ amplitudes at
each simulation time interrupted by large herd behaviors (bubbles or crashes). While (on the right)
setting HLT = 150 we have the same volatility but far fewer crashes and less intense.

3.5.7

To reject hubs

We then wanted to experience what could also happen if the followers were able
to change their hub if they result to be deluded by their guide that makes them
realize too many losses, and we wanted to reproduce this mechanism by using an
incremental variable, similar to that used for the changeStrategy hubs’ procedure.
So that we designed the rejectHubs procedure in order to test the influence of also
this social behavior for generating the herding dynamics, and also if this behavior
could be more determinant.
Therefore, we decided to use an incremental attribute (called detrust), as done
for the changeStrategy procedure, which grows at each time in which the followers
realize consecutive losses in their netResult. Then by comparing this variable with a
threshold controlled by a parameter, called followerLossTolerance (FLT), we make
that if this incremental variable (similar to w(t) variable of 39) overcome the FLT
followers can look for a diﬀerent hub to connect to.
to rejectHub
let loserFollowers []
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ask followers with [action != "pass"][
ifelse netResult-1 > netResult [
if detrust >= followerLossTolerance [
set loserFollowers fput who loserFollowers
set detrust 0 ]
if detrust < followerLossTolerance [
set detrust detrust + 1
]][set detrust 0]]
foreach loserFollowers [
ask follower ? [
let myhub one-of link-neighbors with [breed = hubs]
let refusedHub 0
if myhub != nobody [ask myhub[ set refusedHub who ]
ask link-with myhub [die]
if count hubs with [ who != refusedHub] != 0[
create-link-with one-of turtles with [
breed = hubs and who != refusedHub]]]]]
end

So we fixed HLT = 600, an enough high value to avoid any possible interference between rejectHub and changeStrategy eﬀects, and then by varying the followerLossTolerance parameter we discovered several diﬀerent behaviors. By setting
F LT = 7 we found a strong intermittent herd behavior consisting in very steep
consecutive picks in a too relatively short time.
Then passing to F LT = 100 we note how a so high threshold could hardly
be reached from the followers detrust incremental variable, which depends on price
volatility generated by the randomTraders. So decreasing volatility with a strong
trended behavior we will see again bubbles and crashes.
Finally, by choosing an intermediate value that should be not too far from the
common range of changes of the detrust variable, we obtained a much more realistic
behavior with stochastic dynamic interrupted by unexpected bubbles and crashes.
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Figure 3.14: Testing the eﬀects of followers’ rejectHub procedure by varying the threshold value of
follower loss tolerance. In the first case (on the left) with a low value F LT = 7 we can observe an
higher instability of price caused by the followers that change too much quickly their hub, while
in the second case (in the middle) setting F LT = 10 the herd phenomena occur less frequently
but with higher intensity, and finally (on the right) setting an high value for the threshold, such as
F LT = 100 , we find that the rejectHub procedure is not anymore influent.

3.6

Summarizing the main results

We have already said that the results coming from this mechanistic model that we
described by the analytical equations for price updating, as showed in 3.2, don’t
reflect the real dynamic of a stock market, that is instead represented by the continuous double auction dynamic (as anticipated in 2.1.5). However our analytical
model, which takes inspiration by a spin model, is still able to provide very encouraging results for reproduction of the market’s stylized facts, as we shall see in the
next chapter.
We can summarize the key results of our analysis on the main model behaviors
as follows:
•

studying the model behavior in the case we introduce the randomTraders only
we observed, as expected, a completely random behavior which can bring the
price to reach also negative values. But obviously this kind of description doesn’t
make any sense (negative prices would mean that somebody pay me to make
me buy his stocks).

•

The introduction of buyers or sellers savers not only avoids the negative prices,
but also restrains too extreme price changes.

•

By giving to followers the chance to change the hub which they are connected
to, we observe that:
–

If followers loss tolerance it is quite low(F LT  10), the followers’ fears to
lose their gains amplify the average price fluctuations.
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–

If the F LT parameter is suﬃciently high (F LT
10), the trust that followers show to place in their respective hubs reduces volatility.

(We obtained these results by setting the hubsLossTolerance threshold at HLT
20)
Reducing the hubsLossTolerance toward values in the range HLT 2 [1; 8] we
observe violent burst on price trends as the result of such a form of coordinated panic
of the investors, because much more followers led by their hubs switch their position
simultaneously causing very violent and almost immediate changes in price, which
we call bursts.
•

Then we also wanted to experience what happens if the hubs maintain a low loss
tolerance, that is we allowed the hubs to change very sharp their strategy, and
in addition we allowed the followers to change their hub much easily by setting
a low value fo followerLossTolerance (F LT  10 ). We found that the bursts
we generated didn’t seem to be so violent and protracted anymore, because
now when an hub decides to take the same strategy of the majority of, implying
huge losses in wealth individual followers, his followers may refuse his leadership
reducing the strength of the herding eﬀect.

•

But everything depends on the proportions between the active followers and
the random Traders:
In the case in which there are much followers than randomTraders, when
a winning trend (majority) comes out it provokes a long persistent herding
eﬀect, which prevent the trend reversal.
– In the case we have 20% of followers and 74% of random Traders fluctuations remain into a fixed range of values (with maximum variations within
the 20% of price) unless we set low values of HLT or FLT parameter, and
in the case of FLT suﬃciently low we can assume a sort of periodicity .
– In the case have set 5% of followers and 75% of randomTraders a suﬃciently
high values for the HLT parameter (HLT
20) can flattens out the price
fluctuations. By reducing the F LT parameter only, without decreasing the
hubs loss tolerance, we can increases the amplitude of price fluctuations,
that in this case are only determined by a relatively high percentage of
randomTraders because the followers just follow their global activity amplifying the eﬀect.
–

•

Otherwise, by decreasing the HLT parameter we registered a significant increase
in the amplitude of fluctuations, but unlike the previous case they distinguish
from the purely random fluctuations because they prove to be intelligent fluctuations in the sense that although they are very violent and sharp they never
lead the price to reach negative values. This is true in particular when we set
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very low values for the followers’ and hubs’ closingPercentages (⇠ 5%), which
means that agents tend to close most frequently their positions resetting their
wealth and other characterizing features, dedicating their trading activity only
to short-term transaction without allowing in this way to any agent to achieve
a too high wealth to become an hub.
This lack of heterogeneity (of stable hubs) among agents results in greater system robustness to random crashes caused by hubs that decide to pass. In fact
in a so short time, such as that which occurs between the selection of a new
hub and when he decides to abandon his position, an hub cannot assume a so
great centrality to determine significant bursts in price trend at the close of his
position.
•

By increasing the closingPercentage we observed a permanent periodically behavior in prices trend.

•

The rejectHubs procedure doesn’t allow for long periods that anyone hub can
reach a too high number of followers than the other followers preventing the
largest burst in price trend.

3.7

Testing preferential attachment

The preferential attachment represents the way in which in a network new nodes
decide to connect to those that already exist during the so called growth process.
In the most popular network model for generating simple scale free networks, the
Barabasi Model, the preferential attachment is based on nodes degree of connectivity
reproducing the tendency of real social individuals to connect to the most popular
ones, that is those with the highest number of links.
Again through this model we discover that by combining a growth process and
the preferential attachment we can obtain what it is called a scale-free network,
that is a network in which the agents’ degree of connectivity follows a power-law
scaling. In that case we can define the preferential attachment through means of the
probability that a new node will decide to connect to a specific node-i :
ki
pi = P
j

kj

that depends on the degree of connectivity of node-i (ki that is its number of links,
also just simply called the node’s degree) weighted by the sum of all the existing
nodes’ degree(ki ) . This probability for new nodes attachment to those already
existent, generates the emergence of a scale-free network by means of this growth
mechanism over time.
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So I wanted to test what would happen in the case in which the followers could
be able to confuse real hubs with other followers based on a preferential attachment
criterium. Diﬀerently from the Barabasi network, in case of the stock market we had
to redefine the preferential attachment contextually to the phenomenon we aim at
representing. In stock market, as suggested by the example of the eToro platform
(2.4), common investors, that we represented by followers, prefer to copy the strategy
of the most successful agents. But in order to estimate the agents’ success, before we
already used wealth of the investors to select hubs from the followers, assuming that
the followers know values of wealth corresponding to all the other followers which
operate in the market.
Therefore adopting the same criterium it is possible to program a preferential
attachment mechanism, were the growth mechanism can be reproduced by the reconnectFollowers procedure (3.4), that is when we reintroduce in the simulation agents
which decided to pass, and the preferential attachment will be based on wealth of
the investor.
By this mechanism followers will confuse hubs with other followers with a sufficiently high wealth through this probability
wi
pi = P
j wj

where wi is the wealth of follower-i, which it is an analogous form to that we have
seen before for the B.-A. model, where we substitute nodes’ degree with the wealth
of agents.
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Figure 3.15: In this scheme we show our test in which followers can confuse the hubs with followers
that have a suﬃciently high wealth. Diﬀerently from the previous case, this is a direct network in
which copiers nodes link to the node to be copied. Dashed arrows show links that followers would
have had in the previous case

3.7.1

The code

To this end we first converted the network model in a direct network, in order to
remove any ambiguity between the copiers and the copied nodes while calling each
of them in the program. Then we created a list CDF (cumulative density function)
in which to put wealth (normalized) and an identification number (who variable) of
followers sorting it in ascending order by wealth.
We extract a random number p between 0 and 1, and we compare it with the
first element of the CDF list, representing the probability to connect to the agent with
w1
= p1 we link the reconnected follower with follower-i
the highest degree, if p < P
j wj
and otherwise we continue doing this comparing this time p with the sum between
w2
second element and the previous probability p < p1 + P
in order to reproduce
j wj
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wk
complementary cases, and so forth with the other elements p < p1 + . . . + P
till
j wj
when this condition is satisfied and we can link followers to the k-th agent.
We can do this by using a while loop as it is also showed in the following code
which refers to the concerned procedure.
to prefAttachement
let CDF []
let traders turtles with [breed = followers and action != "pass"]
set totWealth 0
set totWealth sum [wealth] of traders
ask traders[
let tmp []
set tmp fput (wealth / totWealth ) tmp
set tmp fput who tmp
set CDF fput tmp CDF]
set CDF sort-by [item 1 ?1 < item 1 ?2 ] CDF
let j length CDF
let p random-float 1
let s item 1 item (j - 1) CDF
while [j != 0 and out-link-neighbors = nobody] [ifelse p < s [
create-link-to turtle item 0 item (j - 1) CDF
end

3.7.2

Results

As expected we obtained much violent bursts caused by hubs that close their positions, the increase of average path length (degrees of separations) generate more
significant herding eﬀects. In fact comparing price trends we found completely different behaviors, for preferential attachment we observe more frequent and higher
bursts which increase global volatility, while in case without we still observe herding
eﬀect signals but less evident for the same values of model parameters.

Figure 3.16: Comparing price trend (on the left) with and (on the right) without preferential
attachment
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Then we also introduced two new very useful plots for network analysis in the
NetLogo interface of the program, representing the degree distribution of network
as an histogram for nodes degree and the log-log plot of the histograms values as
points. So that by the second plot we could be able to detect power law scaling in
the cumulative degree distribution.

Figure 3.17: Degree distribution on simple histogram in the case without (on the left) and in case
with (in the middle) the introduction of preferential attachment, the diﬀerences are quite evident,
in the first case degree distribution is quite uniform (purely random) while in the second case we
observe a power-law scaling. From the cumulative log-log plot (on the right) it is possible to study
the change in degree exponent, represented by the slope of the linear fit of points, varying the model
parameters.

Thanks to these two plots in update during the simulation run we could estimate how the degree exponent, that indicates the network heterogeneity, increase
cyclically over time till when herding eﬀects occur. This result can be interpreted as
a further prove of the increase for strength of the herding eﬀects due to the increase
of heterogeneity on the market social network. By this new instrument we could test
our hypothesis of the linkage between the network heterogeneity and the presence of
markets’ bubble and crashes.
Following the outcome of simulation runs we were able to measure the degree distribution and the degree exponent exactly when our simulated stock market
showed bubbles or crashes, as in the following figure, by stopping the simulation and
storing the resulting plots. In this way we could observe a big change in the degree
distribution from when each hubs has the same number of agents and the price dynamic is purely random, till when price shows bubbles and crashes in price. In this
period the degree exponent keeps increasing up to saturate for a certain value, that
can be measured from the log-log plot by performing a linear fit.
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Figure 3.18: From the price plot (on the left) we decided to study the degree distribution at
simulation time 980, when a noticeable crash occurred. And from the degree histogram(in the
middle) we found about 40 agents having in-degree 1 and just one node with degree 17. Then we
had the log-log degree distribution plot

The number of available data was not suﬃcient to determine a power law scaling
with high accuracy, because it usually requires to have a range of variation for nodes
degrees of at least three orders of magnitude, but anyway we could find a power law
scaling from the log-log plot of bins values. This behavior was obtained by letting
the F LT = 5, in order to introduce an high followers’ uncertainty that makes they
change out-link-neighbors very quickly if not satisfied, and by setting a low value for
closingPercentage in order to make that agents close very frequently their positions
and by this reconnecting very frequently also. From the last plot we stored data
on a .csv file and by using a Python program we performed the linear fit of this
cumulative distribution, obtaining the value for the degree exponent.
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Figure 3.19: Power-law distributed network degree, from fit we obtained values of intercept x0 '
1.647 and degree exponent for the power law behavior P (kin ) ' A · k ↵ of cumulative degree
distribution ↵ ' 1.453

By the linear fit of our data we obtained the degree exponent from the cumulative distribution , where the cumulative distribution is computed from the probability
density function as
ˆ
P (kin ) =

⇢(kin )dkin

therefore the degree exponent that we can obtain from the degree density function
(↵+1)

⇢(kin ) / kin = kin

will be = ↵ + 1 ' 2.453. Which means that for such that 2 <  3 we are in the
case of a scale-free network, because the second momentum of probability density
function diverges
ˆ
hkin i =

2
kin
⇢(kin )dkin = 1

and if this result would be confirmed by further analysis it will imply an heavy-tail
eﬀect much stronger than that of the Barabasi network in which = 3, which is
called the ultra-small-world regime.

3.8

Introducing the continuous double auction

As just reported in 2.1.5, the real stock market dynamic is substantially diﬀerent
from the spin model description that we adopted while building the model and also
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while writing the equation which regulate the stock market price updating procedure.
The central problem to be solved is to adequately represent the process of formation
of agents trading decisions, whether to buy or sell, spin up or spin dow, that in the
previous model were influenced by the model parameters and by agents interactions,
but without any size constraint. Now we have to take into account that in real
markets the exchanges occur one by one, and not all together like assumed in the
most important models (such as Arthur et al. [2]).
In a double auction instead, the price is determined by single exchanges between
couple of agents and not every time from all number of buyers and all number of
sellers. In an auction every participants can propose a bid price if he wants to buy,
which represents the maximum price that a buyer is willing to pay for a stock (bid
for a price), or an ask price that is the minimum price at which a seller is willing to
sell (ask for a price). All these ask and bid prices are stored in the so-called book of
market, in which the ask prices are sorted in ascending order while the bid prices in
descending order.
In a double auction both buyers and sellers propose a price over time, that are
stored in the book and are sorted in decreasing order for ask prices and increasing
for bid prices, to compare the last minimum price of buyers with the maximum of
seller and vice versa for a seller. If somebody propose a bid price higher than the
minimum of all ask prices till that moment, or if a seller propose an ask price lower
than the maximum of bid prices the exchange takes place, and the agents involved
will buy or sell a stock earning or paying cash.
An exchange takes place only if the minimum of ask prices it is lower than
the maximum of bid prices, or if the maximum of bid prices it is higher than the
minimum of ask prices.
In an auction the investors propose their prices over time, so we can fall in the
first or in the second situation but not in both, because every new bid or ask price
will be compared with the preexistent orders. In the first case, when the last price
proposed results to be the minimum of ask prices and its value it is lower than the
maximum bid price of buyers price will be executed. For example imagine that he
proposes 1.6 and maximum of bid prices is 1.7 the price will be executed at 1.7 by
correcting the price, because we assume it is unlikely that a new seller will propose
a price lower than the maximum.
And in the same way if a new buyer will propose a new bid price that will be
the maximum of all bid prices as an example 1.7 but higher than the minimum of
ask prices 1.6, price will be executed and in the same way the new price executed
will be 1.6 because we again it is possible to impute a so unusually high price to an
user error.
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Figure 3.20: The CDA mechanism. In this case a new bid price result to be higher than the
minimum of ask prices, and so the minimum of ask prices will be executed.

3.8.1

The code

To allow agents a similar dynamic we need to change the price updating procedure
by introducing the book stock market, in which agents that before distinguish among
buyers and sellers now will oﬀer a bid or ask price.
While the decision of to buy or to sell is made according to the agent type,
so that savers agents will chose it by keeping a constant position for all time, while
randomTraders will chose it simply at random, and finally through the mechanistic
coping activity for hubs and followers.
to changePrices
let traders turtles with [breed = hubs or breed = followers
or breed = randomTraders or breed = savers and action != "pass"]
ask traders[ set resPrice price + (random-normal 0 (0.05 * price))]
set price-1 price
ask traders [
let tmp[]
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set tmp lput resPrice tmp
set tmp lput who tmp
if action = "buy" [set logB lput tmp logB
set logB reverse sort-by [item 0 ?1 < item 0 ?2] logB
if (not empty? logB and not empty? logS) and
item 0 (item 0 logB) >= item 0 (item 0 logS)
[set price item 0 (item 0 logS)
let agB item 1 (item 0 logB)
let agS item 1 (item 0 logS)
ask turtle agB [set stocks stocks + 1
set cash cash - price]
ask turtle agS [
set stocks stocks - 1
set cash cash + price]
set logB but-first logB
set logS but-first logS
]]
if action = "sell" [set logS lput tmp logS
set logS sort-by [item 0 ?1 < item 0 ?2] logS
if (not empty? logB and not empty? logS) and
item 0 (item 0 logB) >= item 0 (item 0 logS)
[set price item 0 (item 0 logB)
let agB item 1 (item 0 logB)
let agS item 1 (item 0 logS)
ask turtle agB [set stocks stocks + 1
set cash cash - price]
ask turtle agS [set stocks stocks - 1
set cash cash + price]
set logB but-first logB
set logS but-first logS
]]
set wealth (stocks * price + cash)
]
end

We call traders all agents (savers, randomTraders, followers, hubs) that are
going to trade. Through an ask cycle we make the agents decide their reservation
prices (bid or ask prices) to propose during the auction, as sum of the previous price
and of a gaussian noise with zero mean and variance the reservation prices and the
agents’ numbers as a list of lists, sorting the two lists logB (bid-prices for buyers) in
decreasing order and logS (ask-prices for sellers) in increasing order.
Then we execute the exchange asking to each single agent if he is a buyer or
a seller and by taking the first element in both two lists, and if they finally match,
in the sense that the price corresponding to the first element of the list of buyers
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is higher that the first element of the list of sellers, exchange can occur. If that
happens, in case we were asking to buyers, the new price will be the minimum of
ask prices, while if he is a seller the next price will be the maximum of bid prices,
and we also make that the two exchanging agents increase or decrease their personal
reserve of stocks and their cash, depending on if they were buying or selling.
Finally we compute the financial wealth of the investor corresponding to its
money wealth (cash) plus the amount of his wealth he decided to invest in stocks,
and it is computed as stocks times the actual price of single stock.
i
Wtot
= cashi (t) + P (t) · S i (t)

Where P (t) is the current price of a stock, and S i (t) is the amount of stocks
that agent-i possess at time t.
3.8.2

Results

Studying the behavior of the system to changes in the model parameters we note
that initially, without giving possibility for followers and hubs to close their position
and to change strategy we observe a quasi periodically behavior with successive fast
increases and decreases of price due to the randomTraders, because in absence of
possibility for hubs to changeStrategy the mass eﬀect of randomTraders can reach
some piques of more sellers than buyers and vice versa, so in this case a lot of followers
and hubs will fail continuing to use a losing strategy.
While in case in which we introduce the possibility to closePosition with a closing percentage of 12.7% we observed much smaller variations and a more randomized
trend, because the agents can reset their wealth, their strategy and also their leading
position after they have passed. Then by adding the possibility that hubs change
their strategy, setting the parameter HLT = 4 we get back our herd eﬀects, weaker
than those of the previous model but still significant and not related to a purely
random behavior.

Figure 3.21: The continuos double auction, without closingPosition (on the left), with closingPosition (in the middle), with closingPosition and changeStrategy (on the right).
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Another most important thing to note is that if we let the logB and logS, the
lists of bid and ask prices for potential buyers and sellers, continue to store all market
prices at the infinite without cleaning the order book at the end of the day the market
will reach a stationary price that will maintain for all time.

Figure 3.22: Starting simulation without cleaning the logs till tick = 5000, then cleaning the book
at the end of each trading day we allow the market to start the new day without being aﬀected by
the previous day’s information. Then at tick 17470 we again stop the cleaning logs procedure, and
we again visualize a stationary state.

This is not completely correct because in real markets a bit of information is
token from previous trading days. The meaning of that stationary state is that if we
generate bid and ask prices always from the same distributions centered always on
the starting value we will never see bubbles or crashes so much noticeable.
While if we clean the book orders at the end of each day we will keep only the
closure price as significant information, also if it has been produced a three-sigma
distance from the previous distribution mean. So this allows more curious behaviors
in agent procedures responsible for decision making, letting they decide bid and
ask prices every day from diﬀerent distributions with diﬀerent mean but the same
variance.
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Chapter 4

Time series analysis
4.1
•

Computational tools
IPython is a command shell for interactive computing in multiple programming languages, originally developed for the Python programming language,
that oﬀers introspection, rich media, shell syntax, tab completion, and history.
IPython provides the following features:
–
–
–
–
–

Interactive shells (terminal and Qt-based).
A browser-based notebook with support for code, text, mathematical expressions, inline plots and other media.
Support for interactive data visualization and use of GUI toolkits.
Flexible, embeddable interpreters to load into one’s own projects.
Tools for parallel computing.

IPython Notebook connects to an IPython kernel. As of the 2.3 release (October
2014), there are currently 49 IPython-compatible kernels for as many programming
languages, including Python, R, Julia and Haskell.
IPython Notebook was added to IPython in the 0.12 release (December 2011).
IPython Notebook has been compared to Maple, Mathematica, and Sage.
IPython notebooks frequently draw from SciPy stack libraries like NumPy and SciPy,
often installed along with IPython from one of many Scientific Python distributions.
•

PyLevy,
a Python package for calculation of Levy stable distributions (probability density function and cumulative density function) and for fitting these distributions
to data. It operates by interpolating values from a table, as direct computation
of these distributions requires a lengthy numerical integration. This interpolation scheme allows fast fitting of the Levy stable distributions to data using the
Maximum Likelihood technique.
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•

PyEEG, is a Python module with many functions for time series analysis,
including brain physiological signals. It is usefull to extract EEG feature from
EEG time series in standard Python and numpy data structure. This library
was initially used in epileptic EEG recognition against normal EEG, but it
can be extended to other neurological disease analysis based on same features.
Features include classical spectral analysis, entropies, fractal dimensions, DFA,
inter-channel synchrony and order, etc. It can also be used on every kind of
time series in order to perform fractal signals analysis.

•

Pandas, is a Python package providing fast, flexible, and expressive data structures designed to make working with “relational” or “labeled” data both easy and
intuitive. It aims to be the fundamental high-level building block for doing practical, real world data analysis in Python. Additionally, it has the broader goal
of becoming the most powerful and flexible open source data analysis / manipulation tool available in any language. It is already well on its way toward this
goal.
Pandas is well suited for many diﬀerent kinds of data:
Tabular data with heterogeneously-typed columns, as in an SQL table or
Excel spreadsheet
– Ordered and unordered (not necessarily fixed-frequency) time series data.
–

–

Arbitrary matrix data (homogeneously typed or heterogeneous) with row
and column labels

–

Any other form of observational / statistical data sets. The data actually
need not be labeled at all to be placed into a pandas data structure

The two primary data structures of pandas, Series (1-dimensional) and DataFrame
(2-dimensional), handle the vast majority of typical use cases in finance, statistics,
social science, and many areas of engineering.

4.2

Quantitative analysis of stylized facts

So far we have dealt with the construction of the model and the diﬀerent hypothesis
testing. But now we analyze the statistical behavior of the time series we can create
by specific settings of model parameters, first thing so you might save the daily price
data produced by the model in a csv file, so you can then interpret the data through
an appropriate statistical analysis program such as Mathematica or Matlab.
In our case we decided to use the IPython notebook which allow you to create
graphics and perform calculations at high speed and get very nice graphics thanks
to the Python library matplotlib.
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What we did was to use the pandas Python library, to upload the .csv file
containing two columns separated by commas corresponding to values for simulation
time steps and the corresponding prices of time series, by using the following Python
code:
%pylab inline
import pandas
dates = [] prices = []
filename = "Crisis6.csv"
import csv
data = csv.DictReader(file(filename))
for line in data :
dates.append(int(line[’Ticks’]))
prices.append(float(line[’Close’]))
figure(figsize=(15,7))
xlabel(’ticks’)
ylabel(’price’)
plot(dates, prices, "b-", label = "simulated market")
legend()

we obtained every time a new plot in matplotlib for our NetLogo time series.

Figure 4.1: Plottin the price time series as function of the simulation time steps (ticks)

Then rearranging data time series we derived the daily return time series, which
describes the relative changes in the time series of daily closure price, and we are
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assuming that each time step of our simulation corresponds to a trading day. This
assumption can be reasonable if at each tick we are able to reproduce the typical
characteristic showed in real stock markets’ behavior for that time scale. Generally
the market behavior can significantly change from what we observe for the intraday
trading activity to what we see by taking time series of daily closure prices, using
the closure prices as equilibrium prices at which demand mets the supply.
def daily_return(data):
percent_change = []
for next, current in zip(prices[1:], prices[:-1]):
percent_change.append(100. * (next-current)/current)
return percent_change
plt.figure(figsize=(20,4))
plt.title(’Simulated market’)

Figure 4.2: Return time series from our simulated simple market (3.1) (3.2), on vertical axes %
change in price returns and on horizontal axes simulation time steps.

The previous plot was obtained by varying the HLT parameter, when we putted
HLT under the value of 10 it triggers evident herding eﬀects like those present in
4.2. Through this plot we can also observe an other significant characteristic that is
the so-called volatility clustering, which correspond to an observation by Mandelbrot
according to which large changes tend to be followed by large changes, of either sign,
and small changes tend to be followed by small changes. By this observation it was
possible to study that the volatility trend (variance) reverting with respect to such
a mean value, conserving the sign of changes in price.
To calibrate the model to data coming from a real market we compared the
simulated data with the NASDAQ 100, which represent one of the most important
american indices. The NASDAQ-100 is a stock market index of the 100 largest nonfinancial companies listed on the stock exchange NASDAQ. It is a weighted index;
the weight of the various companies that make it up is based on their market capitalization, with some rules to take account of the influences of the major components.
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Downloading real stock market indices time series by YAHOO.FINANCE website (https://it.finance.yahoo.com) as .csv file, we could carry on them the same data
manipulations, using the pandas Python library, obtaining the following plots.

Figure 4.3: (on top) time series of daily values of the NASDAQ100 index from 1985 to 2016 .(below)
Time series of NASDAQ100 daily returns from 1985 to 2016, on vertical axes % change in price
returns and on horizontal axes simulation time steps. Where mean = 0.033 and = 1.695

By comparing returns time series of real markets with those coming from our
simulated market we were able to calibrate our model parameters in order to obtain
data always more similar. From (4.3) we can observe as real markets returns are
almost completely confined within a variation range of 3-4% except some localized
periods in which we visualize volatility clustering, high values for price returns that
could also reach 10-15%.
We discovered that by decreasing the HLT parameter at specific times during
simulation was running, it was possible to provoke violent herding eﬀects in price
trend and anomalous changes in price with respect to the ordinary behavior of the
referring time series. In this way we obtained simulated data in so impressive qualitative agreement with real market ones, as showed in the following plot. This plot
was obtained starting simulating with 1000 agents 21% followers, 1% of hubs, 75%
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randomTraders, 60% of passingPercentage, with HLT = 25 and F LT = 23 and a
closingPercentage of 30%.

Figure 4.4: Simulated market prices (on top) with mean = 10.78 and = 5.77, and simulated time
series of market return with mean = 0.04714, = 3.4005, max(r) = 28.28 and min(r) = 36.84,
obtained decreasing HLT while simulation was running in three distinct times. The herd behavior
of the market generate the big burst that we can observe. While the delayed feedbacks received
by the market from the followers, generated by a low followersLossTolerance caused the volatility
clustering.

We obtained diﬀerent kind of feedbacks, reflecting on trend of return time
series through varying diﬀerent parameters. We collected several data on time series
generated by the first simple simulation model by changing parameters, obtaining
with the aforementioned code a Python time series for price daily returns. We took
this data from our simulation letting the price start from a beginning value of 10 , and
in which we fixed all other parameters and agents relative percentages. From these
data we can observe how returns are almost always centered on values very close to
zero, and also the standard deviation seems to be relatively small and changing little
by varying the parameters around values of = 1.6260 ± 0.4233.
This means that our data show the same behavior of the real ones, which means
that the majority of returns lays under a strict border, while just some values (as
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skewness = 0.2330

kurtosis = 9.4115

K.-S.-test: d

statistic = 0.1836, and p

value = 2.8 · 10

showed from maximum and minimum datas) are found at more than three sigma
from their mean value.
Then we also addressed measures of skewness an kurtosis for data plotted in
4.4 and we performed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test:
This result shows how the sample data distribution is particularly flatter and it
diﬀers enough from a normal distribution, result obtained by emulating real market
returns.
We perform similar trend analysis on several time series we took for diﬀerent
HLT and FLT values, and the results we obtained are showed in the following table.
HLT

FLT

PRICE mean

PRICE std

RETURN mean

RETURN std

15
15

RETURN max

RETURN min

15

9.89

1.29

0.0065

1.4958

9.38

6.78

25

18.84

5.9

0.0112

1.0250

11.39

8.34

15

50

7.53

1.26

0.0119

1.9960

10.42

9.41

15

75

13.79

3.96

0.0115

1.2236

8.54

6.47

15

100

11.69

2.24

0.0130

1.4588

13.28

15.27

25

15

9.33

1.57

0.0166

1.6179

10.35

6.40

25

25

8.10

1.24

0.0185

1.8485

13.42

8.98

25

50

11.22

3.42

0.0127

1.4949

12.16

7.93

25

75

11.59

1.59

0.0103

1.2713

11.45

9.39

25

100

10.54

1.49

0.0119

1.4324

10.57

9.01

50

15

7.49

1.57

0.0154

2.1312

17.02

8.30

50

25

9.70

1.37

0.0133

1.5523

8.54

7.34

50

50

8.45

1.29

0.0115

1.7528

10.86

7.30

50

75

9.83

1.03

0.0137

1.4519

12.14

8.70

50

100

7.34

1.12

0.0146

1.9891

16.83

8.72

75

15

9.33

1.77

0.0085

1.7012

12.14

8.70

75

25

8.59

1.61

0.0087

1.8058

12.09

7.55

75

50

5.58

1.97

0.0342

3.2138

39.51

23.71

75

75

10.72

1.41

0.0111

1.3608

10.03

7.71

75

100

8.87

1.49

0.0073

1.6798

10.76

7.55

100

15

9.88

1.67

0.0118

1.5805

11.11

8.71

100

25

11.69

1.60

0.0099

1.2713

7.97

9.11

100

50

8.21

1.40

0.0140

1.8260

12.82

9.41

100

75

11.83

1.49

0.0050

1.2266

10.77

4.49

100

100

12.12

1.80

0.0072

1.2438

8.49

4.19

Table 4.1: Values of mean and standard deviation of simulated prices and mean, standard deviation,
maximum and minimum values of daily returns, corresponding to diﬀerent configurations of the HLT
and FLT parameters.

At the contrary of what we expected, we found some evidence of decreasing
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fluctuations by increasing the HLT and the FLT as showed in the box relative to
HLT = 100 of 4.1, returns minima increase with increases in F LT but on the other
side, diﬀerently from before, when for HLT = 15 by increasing the F LT parameter
the minima decrease. So the results proved to be counterintuitive and not so easy to
understand, and this is also due to the stochastic nature of our data outcomes that
makes that at each simulation we obtain always very diﬀerent result. But in the end
we can study changes in the standard deviation of returns finding that on average
standard deviations of returns seems to increase from block relative to HLT = 15
to that relative to HLT = 100, suggesting that average fluctuations of returns grow
by increasing the hubsLossTolerance. So increasing the HLT parameter the return
time series loose its typical bursts going towards the case of normal distributed price
returns, highlighting the presence of a greater randomization of the process quite
similar to a simple random walk.
HLT

c.P.(%)

PRICE mean

PRICE std

RETURN mean

RETURN std

15
15

RETURN max

RETURN min

15

9.89

1.29

0.0065

1.4958

9.38

6.78

25

18.84

5.9

0.0112

1.0250

11.39

8.34

15

50

7.53

1.26

0.0119

1.9960

10.42

9.41

15

75

13.79

3.96

0.0115

1.2236

8.54

6.47

15

100

11.69

2.24

0.0130

1.4588

13.28

15.27

25

15

9.33

1.57

0.0166

1.6179

10.35

6.40

25

25

8.10

1.24

0.0185

1.8485

13.42

8.98

25

50

11.22

3.42

0.0127

1.4949

12.16

7.93

25

75

11.59

1.59

0.0103

1.2713

11.45

9.39

25

100

10.54

1.49

0.0119

1.4324

10.57

9.01

50

15

7.49

1.57

0.0154

2.1312

17.02

8.30

50

25

9.70

1.37

0.0133

1.5523

8.54

7.34

50

50

8.45

1.29

0.0115

1.7528

10.86

7.30

50

75

9.83

1.03

0.0137

1.4519

12.14

8.70

50

100

7.34

1.12

0.0146

1.9891

16.83

8.72

75

15

9.33

1.77

0.0085

1.7012

12.14

8.70

75

25

8.59

1.61

0.0087

1.8058

12.09

7.55

75

50

5.58

1.97

0.0342

3.2138

39.51

23.71

75

75

10.72

1.41

0.0111

1.3608

10.03

7.71

75

100

8.87

1.49

0.0073

1.6798

10.76

7.55

100

15

9.88

1.67

0.0118

1.5805

11.11

8.71

100

25

11.69

1.60

0.0099

1.2713

7.97

9.11

100

50

8.21

1.40

0.0140

1.8260

12.82

9.41

100

75

11.83

1.49

0.0050

1.2266

10.77

4.49

100

100

12.12

1.80

0.0072

1.2438

8.49

4.19

Table 4.2: Values of mean, standard deviation for simulated prices, and mean, standard deviation,
maximum and minimum values of daily returns, corresponding to diﬀerent configurations of HLT
and closingPercentage parameters.
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We discovered that by varying the HLT parameter during the simulation run
and by keeping constant with low value for the FLT parameter, we were able to
reproduce the market power-law distribution for price changes, as also showed from
the Levy fit we performed on our simulated data, which was more similar to the
real one in case of low HLT but also high closingPercentage, which is the parameter
representing the agents much satisfying gain percentage at which they decide to close
their trading positions and that controls the price fluctuations.
4.2.1

Quantitative studies for the continuous double auction

Introducing the continuous double auction dynamic we changed the price dynamic,
that now depends on single exchanges between agents. What we observed from price
trends was a great smoothing of too violent piques. In fact the CDA dynamics never
proves to be discontinuous in price updates, but on the contrary it reveals to be at
very bounded increments.
First of all w noted a common element present in all the return time series we
sampled. As showed by the following figure returns have a typical decay of returns
fluctuation amplitude towards a well defined fixed regime range. The following plots
was obtained fixing 6% of followers and 86% of randomTraders, closingP ercentage =
34% and passingP ercentage = 60%.

Figure 4.5: Returns time series for CDA with F LT = 12

We easy observe by this plot, that from previous case we observe more uniform
distributed returns without the noisy behavior observed in past for the mechanistic
model. Then this decreasing behavior can be explained by a sort of burn-in time
required from the CDA dynamics to reach perfect gaussian distributed returns. But
this convergence seems to come much slowly when we increase the FLT parameter, indicating that the followers detrust in looser hubs can accelerate the process,
while making the followers are more tolerant to losses the price returns reduce their
fluctuations through longer time intervals, as showed in the following figure.
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Figure 4.6: Returns time series for CDA with F LT = 70

Then we verified what happen if changing the hubsLossTolerance and we find
that in the same way as for FLT, higher values for HLT parameter also implies a
much slower decrease in the return fluctuations, implying that low hubs tolerance to
losses accelerate in reaching the regime trend.

Figure 4.7: Returns time series for CDA with HLT = 8 (on top) and HLT = 64 (down)

And we did the same also for closingPercentage which, as we know, is a parameter that is able to control the maximum fluctuations of the price, and so this
is the reason why for a value of closingP ercentage = 3.9% we obtain a faster decay
than in the case in which closingP ercentage = 34%.
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Figure 4.8: Returns time series for CDA with closingP ercentage = 3.9% (on top) and
closingP ercentage = 34% (below)

Finally we wanted to perform the same test done in 4.4 for the mechanistic
model, and so we varied the HLT parameter during the simulation execution in
order to provoke bursts in return time series similar to the real behavior, and we
could do that and we succeeded, despite the peaks are not as high and the returns
proving to be still uniform distributed within a fixed range.

Figure 4.9: Returns time series for CDA varying HLT parameter on specific times during simulation
run.

The lesson we can learn form this test is that the CDA doesn’t help us in
modeling the stylized facts of a real market, because its returns time series are
too regular and less sensitive to herding behavior of model agents. They simply
individually decide at random a bid or ask price and then try to buy or sell if they
find a relative seller or buyer for the price that they propose. A possible idea for
further developments could be to make that the decision of buyers or seller prices
become variable, depending on the current demand and supply, because in this model
also if for example happen that there aren’t enough buyers for a certain bid price
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none seller will modify its mechanism for generating selling price in order to pursue
the buyers demand.
In this model version we separated price updating procedure from the agents
decision to buy or to sell, the CDA was the new introduction for price updating
mechanism while we let the agents’ decision to buy or to sell still depends on hubs
and followers dynamics.

4.3

Levy stable distributions

The most commonly used model to describe the price time series trend of a financial
asset is a Brownian motion, or Random Walk, characterized by a Gaussian distribution of returns [4]. From this come the main pricing models such as the Black-Scholes
model, used almost universally for the analysis of derivatives, but also models for
portfolio optimizing (such as the Von Markowitz model or the much modern portfolio
theory).
However, the empirical observation of return distributions for a large number of
financial assets does not agree with this result, because instead it shows a distribution
form characterized by fat tails. The usage of a normal model thus leads to a systematic underestimation of the risks related to investment of financial instruments.It
is so possible to look for a stable distribution, symmetric with zero mean (which
not favor both buyers and sellers) and, as we have already seen, this distribution is
represented by a Levy stable distribution.
Then using returns of simulated data we could derive cumulative distributions(in form of Python scatterplots), that we compared with 100,000,000 data generated by a normal and a Levy distribution respectively with same variance and same
mean of the original data . Starting from a real time series like that corresponding
to the NASDAQ 100 index, we observed a typical fat tailed distribution, indicating
that stock market price returns have been generated from a levy stable distribution,
at the opposite of what asserts the eﬃcient markets hypothesis. The following plots
were realized using the PyLevy package for fitting and random generating Levy distributed data, and in particular we compared those simulated levy generated data
with those generated from gaussian fit parameters.
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Figure 4.10: NASDAQ data (blue points), levy generated and normally generated data (red and
green lines respectively), the plot was made in log scale for vertical axes showing normalized probability while horizontal axes stays for value of daily returns. From the levy fit of NASDAQ data
we derive a value for the stability exponent ↵ = 1.0, so completely far from the value of ↵ = 2
corresponding to a normal distribution.

This plot showed that stock market returns, diﬀerently from what the EMH
(the eﬃcient market hypothesis) asserts, show to be generated more compatibly from
a Levy stable distribution than a gaussian one, because the pick is higher and tails
are fatter than a normal model.
Also our simulated market data provide similar results, in case we decrease
HLT parameter to value of HLT = 10 at specific simulation times as done to obtain
data plotted in 4.4. And by plotting the cumulative distribution of sample data of
simulated price returns we obtained the following plot, where we can observe a more
extended range of returns values but again a much better agreement with levy stable
random simulated data (in red), generated using fit values of ↵ = 1.56 and other
parameters obtained for our sample data.
4.3.1

Studying eﬀects of HLT versus FLT model parameter

In the same way it was possible to conduce the same study for all HLT and FLT
configuration in order to study their influence on the heavy tails of the levy distributions obtained. In some cases we observed a strong evidence, while in others just a
weak presence of unpredictable returns sample points that deviate from the normal
distribution with same variance and same mean.
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Figure 4.11: Plotting empirical distributions of return data for simulated market obtained as described on page 79, we reproduced a symmetric Levy stable sample.

HLT = 15 F LT = 15

HLT = 15 F LT = 25

HLT = 15 F LT = 50

HLT = 15 F LT = 75

HLT = 15 F LT = 100

HLT = 25 F LT = 15

HLT = 25 F LT = 25

HLT = 25 F LT = 50

HLT = 25 F LT = 75

HLT = 25 F LT = 100

HLT = 50 F LT = 15

HLT = 50 F LT = 25

HLT = 50 F LT = 50

HLT = 50 F LT = 75

HLT = 50 F LT = 100

HLT = 75 F LT = 15

HLT = 75 F LT = 25

HLT = 75 F LT = 50

HLT = 75 F LT = 75

HLT = 75 F LT = 100

HLT = 100 F LT = 15

HLT = 100 F LT = 25

HLT = 100 F LT = 50

HLT = 100 F LT = 75

HLT = 100 F LT = 100

Table 4.3: Plotting empirical distributions of our data obtained varying HLT and FLT parameters

For low followerLossTolerance (F LT = 15) the heavy tail eﬀect is not so evident, probably because for these values followers change too rapidly their hub when
they loose wealth making that no hubs has too much followers than other hubs, and
so very huge herding eﬀect can never occur. At the same time we can observe as
one of the plot where it is more evident the Levy tail eﬀect is undoubtedly the case
HLT = 15 and FLT = 100, indicating that for low values of the followers of distrust
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and high uncertainty values of the hubs (low hubsLossTolerance) we obtain the most
evident eﬀects of herding behavior. While in case of HLT = 50 and F LT = 50
we obtained the data in best agreement with a gaussian model, symptom that in
the absence of eﬀects of the dynamics of hubs and followers the model reveals its
Wiener process nature caused by randomTraders activity, which makes that price
returns seem to be generated by a simple Brownian motion. This result could be
also achieved by increasing the ratio between randomTraders relative percentage and
followers relative percentage in order to make more random walk shaped the market
price dynamics.
We could also perform measures of skewness and kurtosis for our simulated
data to ensure about asymmetry and flattening of the sample obtained distributions,
to this purpose we used the module scipy.stats of statistical computational tools
from the scipy Python library.
We compute skewness as the Pearson’s moment coeﬃcient of skewness, that is
=

µ3
3

h
i
3
E (x µ)
=⇣ h
i⌘3/2
2
E (x µ)

(4.1)

and it gives skewness = 0 if data correspond to a normal distributed process, a
skewness value skewness > 0 means that the left tail of the distribution in more
weight ined thann the right, and viceversa if skewness < 0.
While in computing kurtosis we used the Fisher definition according to which,
considering the fourth standardized momentum
⇥
⇤
E (x µ)4
µ4
Kurt[X] =
=
(4.2)
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n

1

j=1

2
j

⌘2

n
X
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2
i

· (Kurt[Xi ]

3)

(4.3)

that gives Kurtosis = 3 if all time series values are equal and Kurtosis = 0 if they
are normal distributed.
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HLT = 100

Skewness = 0.2528

Skewness = 0.06159

Skewness = 0.1146

Skewness = 0.2586

Kurtosis = 2.1969

Kurtosis = 1.3244

Kurtosis = 0.7519

Kurtosis = 1.7400

Kurtosis = 1.7400

HLT = 75

Skewness = 0.1999

Skewness = 0.2586

Skewness = 0.5387

Skewness = 0.0759

Skewness = 0.0759

Kurtosis = 1.9583

Kurtosis = 1.7400

Kurtosis = 6.7798

Kurtosis = 1.0629

Kurtosis = 1.0629

HLT = 50

Skewness = 0.2586

Skewness = 0.1850

Skewness = 0.1030

Skewness = 0.0997

Skewness = 0.2705

Kurtosis = 1.7400

Kurtosis = 1.0495

Kurtosis = 0.5140

Kurtosis = 0.9813

Kurtosis = 1.6487

HLT = 25

Skewness = 0.2155

Skewness = 0.02064

Skewness = 0.2910

Skewness = 0.0907

Skewness = 0.1047

Kurtosis = 1.0560

Kurtosis = 1.1228

Kurtosis = 2.8386

Kurtosis = 2.0657

Kurtosis = 1.9242

HLT = 15

Skewness = 0.7988

Skewness = 0.0789

Skewness = 0.2528

Skewness = 0.2528

Skewness = 0.0973

Kurtosis = 11.0582

Kurtosis = 0.8713

Kurtosis = 2.4651

Kurtosis = 2.4651

Kurtosis = 7.2617

F LT = 15

F LT = 25

F LT = 50

F LT = 75

F LT = 100

HLT / FLT

Skewness = 0.2586

Table 4.4: Skewness and Kurtosis for HLT and FLT parameters

The Kolmogorov–Smirnov statistic quantifies the distance between the empirical distribution of the sample and the cumulative distribution function of the reference distribution, or between the empirical distribution functions of two samples.
The null distribution of this statistic is calculated under the null hypothesis that the
sample is drawn from the reference distribution
We performed the Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) statistical test on our data, to
see whether our simulated data series have been generated from a normal continuos
distribution. The statistic, marked with h is 1 if if the test reject the null hypothesis
at the 5% significance level, and 0 otherwise. Another statistic, marked with p, is the
asymptotic p value of the test, which is the probability of observing a test statistic
as extreme as, or more extreme than the observed value under the null hypothesis.
We could compute it through the scipy.stats.kstests function, and the KolmogorovSmirnov test which allow us to more clearly understand if distribution from which
our data come from is diﬀerent from the normal continuos distribution, and this can
be showed by a K.S-Test which reject the null hypothesis.
We performed experiments sampling data from our first mechanistic model,
highlighting changes for test values we got relative to model parameters, in order to
better individuate the parameter responsible for such a significant result.
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HLT = 100
HLT = 75
HLT = 50
HLT = 25
HLT = 15

HLT / FLT

h = 0.092
p = 8.29 · 10 60
h = 0.104
p = 1.58 · 10 56
h = 0.135
p = 1.8 · 10 128
h = 0.103
p = 1.76 · 10 73
h = 0.092
p = 2.71 · 10 59
F LT = 15

h = 0.051
p = 8.6 · 10 19
h = 0.123
p = 3.99 · 10 106
h = 0.091
p = 1.32 · 10 58
h = 0.135
p = 2.4 · 10 128
h = 0.057
p = 2.95 · 10 23
F LT = 25

h = 0.135
p = 1.8 · 10 128
h = 0.218
p = 7.45 · 10 32
h = 0.128
p = 6.74 · 10 115
h = 0.073
p = 3.32 · 10 38
h = 0.154
p = 8.5 · 10 16
F LT = 50

h = 0.45
p = 8.604 · 10 15
h = 0.067
p = 1.33 · 10 33
h = 0.088
p = 1.35 · 10 54
h = 0.050
p = 8.29 · 10 18
h = 0.029
p = 2.18 · 10 6
F LT = 75

h = 0.45
p = 0.45 · 10 14
h = 0.11
p = 9.9 · 10 93
h = 0.149
p = 1.28 · 10 155
h = 0.075
p = 1.1 · 10 39
h = 0.057
p = 2.5 · 10 24
F LT = 100

Table 4.5: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, varying HLT and FLT parameters we obtained the value
of the d-statistic together with p-value

4.3.2

Studying the eﬀects of HLT versus closingPercentage model parameter

We also conduced the same kind of studies to quantitatively estimate how much
changes of model parameters can influence the statistical behavior of generated return time series. Deriving empirical distributions for our data we could better understand how the closingPercentage parameter can influence the herding eﬀect, and
as done before we plotted those distributions for several significant values of HLT
and closingPercentage.
From these plots we can observe how for low values of the closingPercentage
(first and second column) we obtain data in much better agreement with data generated at random by a gaussian model with the same mean and variance. For value
HLT = 25 of the parameter it is more clear to observe the increasing heavy tail
eﬀect with the increase of closingPercentage, as already seen studying the model
parameters the closingPercentage parameter controls fluctuations amplitude and so
also the herding eﬀect strength.
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HLT = 15 c.P. = 5

HLT = 15 c.P. = 10

HLT = 15 c.P. = 20

HLT = 15 c.P. = 30

HLT = 25 c.P. = 5

HLT = 25 c.P. = 10

HLT = 25 c.P. = 20

HLT = 15 c.P. = 30

HLT = 50 c.P. = 5

HLT = 50 c.P. = 10

HLT = 50 c.P. = 20

HLT = 50 c.P. = 20

HLT = 100 c.P. = 5

HLT = 100 c.P. = 10

HLT = 100 c.P. = 20

HLT = 100 c.P. = 20

Table 4.6: Plotting cumulative distributions of our data obtained varying HLT (vertical axes) and
closingPercentage (on horizontal axes) parameters

In the same way of before we performed measures of skewness and kurtosis
on the samples we obtained, and we generally observe skewness decreasing when
closingPercentage increase and increasing when HLT decrease, showing that return
distribution asymmetry decreases allowing agents larger profits and decrease allowing
strongest herd eﬀects (by decreasing HLT ).
On the other side observing kurtosis results we obtained in general the most
flatten distributions decreasing the hubsLossTolerance, while we can’t determine any
evident relation between kurtosis values obtained and closingPercentage values.
HLT = 50
HLT = 25
HLT = 15
HLT / closingPercentage

Skewness = 0.2586
Kurtosis = 1.7400
Skewness = 0.2155
Kurtosis = 1.0560
Skewness = 0.1523
Kurtosis = 0.9109
c.P. = 5%

Skewness = 0.1850
Kurtosis = 1.0495
Skewness = 0.0206
Kurtosis = 1.1228
Skewness = 0.1127
Kurtosis = 0.4473
c.P. = 10%

Skewness = 0.1030
Kurtosis = 0.5140
Skewness = 0.2910
Kurtosis = 2.8386
Skewness = 0.0789
Kurtosis = 0.8713
c.P. = 20%

Skewness = 0.0997
Kurtosis = 0.9813
Skewness = 0.0907
Kurtosis = 2.0657
Skewness = 0.0137
Kurtosis = 0.8801
c.P. = 30%

Table 4.7: Skewness and Kurtosis values varying HLT and closingPercentage parameters

Performing again the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test to measure how much our empirical distributions diﬀer from a normal continuous distribution, we discovered that
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for two time series we can’t reject the null hypothesis because the p-value is high
and that are the case of HLT = 25 with closingP ercentage = 20% first, and
closingP ercentage = 30% then. Curiously these are the same cases in which we
registered two discontinuous values for skewness and kurtosis performed in 4.7.
HLT = 50
HLT = 25
HLT = 15
HLT / closingPercentage

h = 0.135
p = 1.8 · 10 128
h = 0.103
p = 1.76 · 10 73
h = 0.095
p = 2.63 · 10 63
c.P. = 5%

h = 0.091
p = 1.32 · 10 58
h = 0.135
p = 2.4 · 10 128
h = 0.108
p = 5.7 · 10 82
c.P. = 10%

h = 0.128
p = 6.74 · 10 115
h = 0.073
p = 3.32 · 10 38
h = 0.182
p = 6.5 · 10 233
c.P. = 20%

h = 0.088
p = 1.35 · 10 54
h = 0.050
p = 2.16 · 10 18
h = 0.089
p = 1.53 · 10 56
c.P. = 30%

Table 4.8: The Kolmogorov-Smirnov Test, varying HLT and closingPercentage parameters, provides
the value of the d-statistic together with p-value

4.3.3

Levy distribution for CDA

We conduced this kind of analysis also for the continuous double auction version of
our model examining the empirical distribution of simulated price returns that we
obtained trying to emulate a real stock market behavior, by reproducing the typical
bursts in the return time series we already seen by varying HLT from higher values
to HLT = 10 at specific time steps, such as the case of the example in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.12: Empirical distribution of returns obtained with data generated from the CDA stock
market model. We varied the HLT parameter from a value higher than 100 to 10 in at some specific
time steps, in order to obtain great bursts in returns time series as done to obtain 4.4. This time
the CDA dynamic for price updating made the tails more thin with respect to previous result.
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4.4

Autocorrelations of volatility and returns

We also performed the estimation of the autocorrelation time for returns and volatility time series, which is the time needed by the time series before to reach its first
local minimum, in order to understand if model parameters could influence also from
this characteristic which is an other popular stylized fact (2.1) of real price time series. First of all we studied the autocorrelation of returns and volatility time series of
NASDAQ 100 index, where we substantially found an uncorrelated behavior for price
returns, while for volatility we visualize the typical fat tailed behavior consisting in
long extinction of autocorrelation among elements of volatility time series.

Figure 4.13: NASDAQ 100 autocorrelation among lagged elements of returns (left) and volatility
(right) time series. In the second case we can see a slow extinction for related volatility values,
computed as in (A.4). By a linear regression fit we estimated slope of the decrease s = 0.0003198

We performed linear fits for variance autocorrelations values in the range between time zero and the time at which we observed the first local minimum, that in
the previous case it was at time = 2615.
Then we performed the same kind of analysis on diﬀerent volatility time series
obtained from our simulated price data as described by the Python code reported in
(A.4), and most important we denote for time series obtained in our heuristic method
of varying the HLT parameter during execution (4.4) we obtained data showing the
same behavior as showed in the following figures.
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Figure 4.14: Autocorrelations of volatility time series for a simulated price series (left) and a pure
random walk (right) with diﬀerent slopes, s = 0.0002845 in the first case an s = 0.001069 in the
second

We compared our result for simulated time series with a pure random walk
model, and we found high values of autocorrelation longer protracted in the first
case than in the second demonstrated by the higher decreasing slope in the second
case. We can also note how our model result to be in agreement with the real market
results as showed by the same order of magnitude of the slope.

4.5

Power frequency spectrum

As also showed in Donati[11], deducing the power spectrum by doing the FFT (Fast
Fourier Transform) of real markets time series it is possible to observe a cyclical component of infrared type (long period component) that we can observe by comparing
those with the FFT of a Random Walk time series.
We can also observe an evident growing behavior in the maximum of the series,
which is the signal of complexity of the underlying dynamics.
So we performed the same type of analysis on our benchmark real market
time series of the NASDAQ100 index from 1985 to 2016, and comparing it with a
Random Walk behavior obtained from our model using only randomTraders whose
price dynamic, as already discussed, follows a Wiener process. We obtained these
graphs using the periodogram function of the scipy.signal Python lybrary.
Then we studied the dependence of simulated stock market prices spectral
composition from HLT and FLT model parameters, and as it is possible to observe
from the following plots of table4.9 also if we never obtained so high values for infrared
component from our simulated market data, we can see in anyways the same scaling
of real series for low values of those parameters, and this scaling transforms always
more in a stationary trend through the increase of the same parameters.
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Figure 4.15: Plots from the thesis work of Donati[11]. On the left, the FFT of volatility for the
S&P 500 index, on the right FFT for a random walk signal.

Figure 4.16: We obtained log-log plots for power-frequency spectrum of NASDAQ100 (left) and
Random Walk process (right) obtained through scipy.signal.periodogram method, also from this plot
it is easy to observe how an infrared component is much more present in the first plot. Furthermore
an higher slope in frequency-power spectrum highlight a much evident power-law scaling in presence
of diﬀerent spectral components.
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HLT = 15 F LT = 15

HLT = 15 F LT = 25

HLT = 15 F LT = 50

HLT = 15 F LT = 75

HLT = 15 F LT = 100

HLT = 25 F LT = 15

HLT = 25 F LT = 25

HLT = 25 F LT = 50

HLT = 25 F LT = 75

HLT = 25 F LT = 100

HLT = 50 F LT = 15

HLT = 50 F LT = 25

HLT = 50 F LT = 50

HLT = 50 F LT = 75

HLT = 50 F LT = 100

HLT = 75 F LT = 15

HLT = 75 F LT = 25

HLT = 75 F LT = 50

HLT = 75 F LT = 75

HLT = 75 F LT = 100

HLT = 100 F LT = 15

HLT = 100 F LT = 25

HLT = 100 F LT = 50

HLT = 100 F LT = 75

HLT = 100 F LT = 100

Table 4.9: Plotting power spectrum for simulated market time series obtained varying HLT and
FLT parameters

Then we made the same comparison between changes in HLT with changes in
closingPercentage parameter, as we have already done before when we plotted the
empirical distributions of price data. By this test the closingPercentage still proves
to be an important parameter for complexity of our model, in fact we can observe
that for low values of HLT the power law scaling of the spectral composition displays
only for high values of the closingPercentage.
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HLT = 15 c.P. = 5

HLT = 15 c.P. = 10

HLT = 15 c.P. = 20

HLT = 15 c.P. = 30

HLT = 25 c.P. = 5

HLT = 25 c.P. = 10

HLT = 25 c.P. = 20

HLT = 15 c.P. = 30

HLT = 50 c.P. = 5

HLT = 50 c.P. = 10

HLT = 50 c.P. = 20

HLT = 50 c.P. = 20

HLT = 100 c.P. = 5

HLT = 100 c.P. = 10

HLT = 100 c.P. = 20

HLT = 100 c.P. = 20

Table 4.10: Plotting the power spectrum of simulated market time series obtained by varying HLT
and closingPercentage parameters

Furthermore we wanted to perform the same kind of analysis on simulated price
time series coming from the continuous double auction version of our simulating
model, and what we found was really surprising. Result coming from this simulated
data seems to be much more in agreement with NASDAQ100 behavior, showed in
4.16.
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F LT = 12

F LT = 70

HLT = 8

HLT = 64

closingP ercentage = 3.9%

closingP ercentage = 34%

Table 4.11: Plotting power spectrum for time series obtained by the CDA simulated market version
for high and low values of HLT, FLT and closingPercentage parameters.

So we understand how the continuous double auction model reveals to be much
more complex of what we were thinking, this kind of analysis reveals that it can
correctly reproduce some behavioral features of real market datas (fat tailed return
distribution, strong power-law scaling in frequency spectra), also without showing
an high sensitivity to model parameters in its regime behavior 4.2.1.
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Chapter 5

Non-linear dynamics analysis
5.1

Theoretical framework

We can define as chaotic a system that shows the following properties:
•

sensitivity to initial conditions

•

topological transitivity

•

density of the periodic orbits

The sensitive dependence on initial conditions means that, if the system is chaotic,
infinitesimal variations of the initial conditions can cause significant changes in the
future behavior of trajectories. In other words, each configuration of a chaotic system
is arbitrarily close to another with a completely diﬀerent future outcome.
An important concept in dynamics of dissipative systems is the presence of
attractors in the phase space. These are bounded subset, or manifold in multidimensional spaces, to which non zero phase space volumes tend asymptotically as
the time increases. For chaotic systems these attractors commonly have a value for
this dimension which , according to Mandelbrot, has not an integer value but has
got a semi-integer value, corresponding to geometrical objects that are usually called
fractals. When an attractor has a fractal dimension it is called a strange attractor .
The most important attribute of an attractor on which the dynamics is said
to be chaotic, is that it displays exponentially dependence on initial conditions.
As an example we can consider two arbitrarily nearby initial conditions x1 (0) and
x2 (0) = x1 (0) + (x), and let them evolve by a continuos dynamical law (that is
usually called flow of the system).
If we Imagine to take initial conditions infinitesimally close ( | (0)| ! 0 ), at
time t the separation between these two orbits (t) = x2 (t) x1 (t) has growth as
(t) = (0) · eht ,where h > 0, then we can say that system display exponential
dependence on initial conditions and so it is chaotic.
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The exponential dependence to the initial condition means that, as times goes
on, small errors in the solution can grow very quickly over time, so that if we know
the state of a chaotic system at a certain time it is diﬃcult to predict its future
outcomes after a certain time period.
The Lyapunov exponent measures the degree of sensitivity to the initial conditions. Given two initial trajectories in the space of infinitely neighboring phases
with initial separation Z0 , they diverge in the future at an exponential rate
| Z(t)| ⇡ e t | Z0 |

(5.1)

where t is time, and is the Lyapunov exponent. The speed of separation depends
on the orientation of the vector initial separation, so there is a whole spectrum of
Lyapunov exponents. The number of Lyapunov exponents is equal to the number of
dimensions in phase space, although it is common to refer only to the largest. For
example, the maximum Lyapunov exponent is most often used because it determines
the overall predictability of the system. A positive maximum Lyapunov exponent is
usually regarded as an indication that the system is chaotic.

Figure 5.1: Deformation of a continuous dynamical system trajectory in a three-dimensional phase
space, the flow seems to contract the space contained in a sphere around a certain point d0 along the
horizontal plane, while it extends the volume along the vertical axis. It means that the Lyapunov
exponent for vertical axes is positive and the motion is chaotic (sensitivity to initial conditions).
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The topological transitivity is a property that implies that the system will
evolve over time so that any given region or open set in its phase space will overlap
with any other given region. This mathematical concept of "blending" corresponds
common intuition provided for example by the chaotic dynamics of the mixture of
two colored fluids.
In case of analytical dynamical models we can find chaos starting from changes
in parameters, as in the famous case of the logistic map
xn+1 = rxn (1

xn )

(5.2)

that is a demographic discrete evolution model to describe the growth of a population dependent by the parameter r, which represents the rate of productivity and
mortality. By studying the stability of the fixed points of the map varying the r
parameter

Figure 5.2: By increasing the r parameter, obtained iterating twice the map, we move from the
case in which we have only one stable point (the zero point) for the orbit of period one, to the case
in which we have four fixe points, two stable and two unstable, for the orbit of period 2.

we find new stable orbits doubling period, and repeating this procedure over
and over for always higher order orbits we finally obtain chaos, as showed by the
following bifurcation graphic we obtained in Python code.
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Figure 5.3: The logistic map bifurcation graph (in red) compared with values of the Lyapunov
exponent (in blue). We observe how the deterministic chaos is reached for period doubling at
r = 3.57 where for first the Lyapunov exponent become positive and so its trajectory begin to
exponentially diverge.

5.1.1

Delay coordinates and the Takens theorem

In real experimental data, it is not always possible to measure all significative dynamical measure of a chaotic system, the components of a vector x(t) which describe
system dynamics. But we can measure a scalar quantity (or more than one) which
is a function of that vector. We would like to obtain informations about the phase
space, for studying the attractor geometry, and we can do that by reconstructing the
delayed coordinates of the system according to the embedding theorem.
The answer to the question how to go from scalar observations
s(k) = s(t0 + k⌧s )
to multivariate phase space is contained in the Takens embedding theorem. The
theorem tells us that if we are able to observe a single scalar quantity h of some
vector function of the dynamical variables g(x(n)), then the geometric structure of
multivariate dynamics can be unfolded from this set of scalar measurements h(g(x))
in a space made out of new vectors with components consisting of h applied to powers
of g(x(n)). These vectors
y(n) = [h(x), h(g(x)), h(g(g(x))), . . . , h(g d 1 (x))]
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define the motion in a d-dimensional euclidean space. Which general conditions of
smoothness on the functions h and g(x), it is shown that if d is large enough, then
many important properties of the unknown multivariate signal x(n) at the source of
the observed chaos are reproduced without ambiguity in the new space of vectors
y(n).
In particular it is shown that the evolution in time follows that of the unknown
dynamics x(n) ! x(n + 1). The deterministic behavior of the underlying source of
observations, x(n) ! x(n + 1) assures the deterministic behavior of the substitute
representation. The vector y(n) is designed to assure that errors in the sequential
order which might occur during the projection from the evolution in the original x(n)
space down to the scalar space h(g(x(n))) are undone .
Such errors result if two points quite far in the original space were projected near
each other along the scalar observation axis. This false neighborliness of observations
in h(g(x(n))) can arise projecting points from an higher dimensional space. It has
nothing to do with closeness due to dynamics.
To implement the general theorem any smooth choice for h and g(x) is possible.
We specialize here to a choice that is easy to use directly from observed data. One
uses for the general scalar function h the actual observed scalar variable s(n)
h(x(n)) = s(n)
and for the general function g(x) we choose the operation which takes some initial
vector x to that vector one time delay ⌧s later so the Tkth power of g(x) is g Tk (x(n)) =
x(n + Tk ) = x(t0 + (n + Tk )⌧s ), then the components of y(n) take the form y(n) =
[s(n), s(n + T1 ), s(n + T2 ), ..., s(n + Td l )].
If we make the further useful choice Tk = kT , that is, time lags which are integer
multiples of a common lag T , then the data vectors y(n) are y(n) = [s(n), s(n +
T ), s(n + 2T ), ..., s(n + T (d 1))], composed simply of time lags of the observation
at time n ⌧s . These y(n) replace the scalar data measurements s(n) with data
vectors in an Euclidian d-dimensional space in which the invariant aspects of the
sequence of points x(n) are captured with no loss of information about the properties
of the original system. The new space is related to the original space of the x(n) by
smooth, diﬀerentiable transformations. The smoothness is essential in allowing the
demonstration that all the invariants of the motion as seen in the reconstructed time
delay space with data y(n) are the same as if they were evaluated in the original
space. This means we can work in the reconstructed time delay space and learn
essentially as much as we could about the system at the source of our observations
as if we were we able to make our calculations directly on the true space of the x(n).
5.1.2

Complexity analysis

One of the main complexity measure that can be done on an empirical time series
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is the estimate of the correlation dimension, which is an estimate of the fractal
dimension of the hypothetical underlying strange attractor, because for real finite
data we are not able to measure that dimension by any fractal definition (as for
example the Box Counting fractal dimension).
Therefore we can build a new phase space using the so-called time delayed
coordinates method [19, 8] by choosing a lag ⌧ and an embedding dimension m, so
we will
8 find new data points:
Y1 = (X1 , X1+⌧ , ..., X1+(m 1)⌧ )
>
>
>
<Y = (X , X , ..., X
2
2
2+⌧
2+(m 1)⌧ )
>
...
>
>
:
YNm = (XNm , XNm +⌧ , ..., XN )
This new phase space will be topological conjugate to the previous one without
changing its metric properties, as showed in Abarbanel [1].
In this embedded time series framework the correlation concept consist in a
measure of frequency with which two points, Yi and Yj , are closer than a certain
distance r, in the sense of the Euclidean norm:
1
Cm (r) =
Nm (Nm

1)

NX
Nm
m 1X
i=1

j=1

⇥(r

k Yi

Yj k)
(

(5.3)

1 if x 0
. The
0 otherwise
time series correlation represent the relative frequency with which diﬀerent state
points are within a distance r, and it will be also a function of m (i.e. it will depend
on the specific embedding procedure).
Taking the euclidean distance as definition of distance between data points:
⇥Pm 1
⇤1/2
kYi Yj k =
Xj+k⌧ |2
. The power-law scaling yields the correlak=1 |Xi+k⌧
DC
tion dimension Cm (r) / r
which provide a semi-integer value in case of strange
attractors. Given a finite number of data points the scaling exponent is estimated
over a limited range of values for r. The correlation dimension corresponds to the
limit
log2 Cm (r)
DC ⌘ lim
(5.4)
r!0
log2 r
it variate in function of m, so that we determine the right embedding dimension
trough the method of saturation of the correlation dimension by increasing the embedding. It consists in increasing value for m till correlation values no longer increase.
Then we can estimate correlation dimension performing a linear regression between log2 Cm (r) and log2 r, which has to be DC  m, by which we also find the
optimal embedding dimension.
where ⇥(x) is the Heaviside theta function, con ⇥(x) =
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5.1.3

Multi-scale entropy

In addition, as an other measure of complexity, multi-scale entropy allows to quantify
chaotic behavior of dynamical system which generated time series we analyze. The
MSE method is compound by two main procedures: we have to replace our data
on diﬀerent time scales varying ⌧ , and then on each obtained dataset we apply the
sample entropy with unit delay.
To use this method we need to follow some algorithm steps:
1) to build a new phase space with dimension m in which we can rewrite data
points x1 , x2, , x3 , ..., xN as xm
1iN m ;
i ( ) = xi , xi+ , ..., xi+(m 1)
m
2)compute distances between each pair of points dij ( ) = Xim ( ) Xjm ( ) 1
as an infinite norm. Choosing a specific ray " in which being able to consider two
points matching as dm
ij ( )  ";
3)count matched points for dimension m as n(m, , ")
4)to increase the examined dimension of a unit, and repeat steps from 1 to 3
for dimension m + 1
⇣
⌘
,✏)
5) finally compute the so-called sample entropy SampEn(x, m, , ") = ln n(m+1,
n(m, ,✏)
But this method find some problems in computing sample entropy for short-run
time series, because it may lead to imprecise estimations or an undefined value for
entropy. So to overcome this problem it turns useful to apply the Modified Multi-scale
Entropy MMSE, which consists in taking a moving average to compute the sample
entropy in place of the original time series data,
zj⌧
5.1.4

j+⌧ +1
1 X
=
xi
⌧ i=j

,1  j  N

⌧ +1

Recent works

In the article Lu et al. [14], the author examined with the method described in 5.1.2
time series produced by an epidemic spreading model for stock markets in which
decisions to buy or to sell spread among agents as epidemic. By this chaos theory
analysis they discovered that varying the embedding dimension m, also the estimate
of correlation dimension could greatly be influenced. For this reason he applied
what is called saturation of the correlation dimension which consists in changing
the embedding dimension until correlation integral 5.3 not changes anymore. In this
case correlation integral for an adequate range of distances r reach a linear regime on
which it is possible to compute the correlation dimension (5.4) through the coeﬃcient
of linear regression.
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Figure 5.4: Studies on embedding dimension influencing the result of correlation dimension estimation by the log of correlation integral slope with respect to log of distance between points in
the embedded space., conduced by Lu et al. [14]. They compared results obtained for their model
(down left) with those coming from the Shanghai Stock Exchange (top left) and the Shenzhen Stock
Exchange (top right), in each of those plots increasing the embedding dimensions for the same value
of log r we find decreasing value of correlation integral. By considering the latter a measure of the
frequency of points that fall in a sphere of radius r, it’s easy to understand that by increasing the
space dimension a lower number of points will be contained in the same radius. Finally (down right)
they compared slopes for three markets highlighting that they share same dimension of complexity.

In the article by Wang et al. [23] has been used the embedding technique for
mapping an empirical time series of prices in a new phase space, justified by the
theoretical rigor of the method concerned. They chose the embedding dimension according to the Grassberger–Procaccia approach, one chooses the embedding dimension m to satisfy m 2d + 1, where d is the correlation dimension. The time delay
was chosen taking the first value of autocorrelation ⌧ at which Rxx (⌧ ) = 1e Rxx (0).
Then as explained in 5.1.2, authors deal with the correlation dimension estimating the correlation DC defined in5.4 by a linear regression of log2 Cm (r) with
respect to log2 r.The notion of dimension often refers to the degree of complexity of
a system expressed by the minimum number of variables that is needed to replicate
it. In reality, however, the presence of a finite data set, particularly a small size data
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set, raises serious limitations.
Then they computed Lyapunov exponents by considering the orbits deformed
by the flux of dynamical system, as showed in 5.1, and following the definition
i

= lim

t!1

1 dli (t)
ln
t
dr

(5.5)

where dli (t) is the radius of the ellipsoid (5.1).
The first studies for computing Lyapunov exponents from empirical data are
due to the contribution of Wolf et al. [26], although this method is applicable for their
economic series, due to the finite size of the dataset. An other method proposed by
Rosenstein et al. [22] proves to be more robust to changes in the embedding dimension
m, it consist in:
1.

Calculate the delay time t and the average period T by using fast Fourier
transform (FFT);

2.

Calculate the correlation dimension d by us- ing the Grassberger and Procaccia
method; then choose the embedding dimension m to satisfy m 2d + 1;

3.

Reconstruct a state space, {Xj |j = 1, 2, ..., M }, from the delay time t and
embedding dimension m;

4.

Search for a nearest neighboring point Xĵ that minimizes the distance to a
particular reference point Xj , that is,
dj (0) = min Xj
Xĵ

5.

Xĵ

where j

ĵ > T

(5.6)

For each point Xj calculate the distance dj (i) for the evolution of i discrete time
steps:
n
o
dj (i) = Xj −Xĵ , i = 1, 2, . . . , min M j, M ĵ
(5.7)

Then, the maximum Lyapunov exponent is estimated by using a least-squares fit to
the average line defined by
p
1 X
y(i) =
ln dj (i)
p t j=1

(5.8)

where p is the total number of non-zerodj (i).
With this method the authors [23] applied this kind of analysis on several types
of time series coming from stock markets not just the closing price as we have done
since here, but opening quotation series, closing quotation series, maximum price
series (intraday), minimum price series(intraday), and total quantum series.
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By computing the correlation dimension using the Grassberger and Procaccia
method they they took the embedding dimension as 2 times the integer part plus
one m 2d + 1, and then mapping the time series in an embedded phase space they
computed the Lyapunov exponent of point 4 and 5.
The result was showed in this kind of plots, where they compared daily time
series (of diﬀerent types), the embedded phase space plot, the power spectrum and
the linear regression by which they obtained the correlation dimension value.

Figure 5.5: Plots from [23] of daily opening quotation series, closing quotation series, maximum
price series (intraday), minimum price series(intraday), and total quantum series overlapped (top
left), the phase space obtained embedding time delaying time series (top right), the frequency
power spectrum (down left) and the linear regression used to obtain the correlation dimension
(down right). No evidence of chaos is showed from these plots.

By these analysis they found positive result for presence of chaotic dynamic
in one time series corresponding to total quantum of daily exchanges. In that case
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they measured a positive maximum Lyapunov exponent that as we largely discuss
in previous sections is the most important signal of chaos, because it is connect to
the sensitivity to initial conditions.

Figure 5.6: In [23] they found positive maximum Lyapunov exponent, demonstrating the presence
of low dimensional chaos in daily time series.

They also plotted the results for this positive test, and we can observe from
frequency spectrum and Lyapunov exponent the chaotic behavior.
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Figure 5.7: Plots obtained in [23] from chaotic data, corresponding to 5.6. From the plot of the
time series (top left) is visible a sort of fractal recurrent motive that can be observed in a case of
this kind. Then from the frequency spectra we can observe, diﬀerently from the previous 5.5 the
heavy tail eﬀect, in fact there is also significant presence of the highest frequency.

From this method is also possible to define a really interesting predictive technique which consists in designing an auto regressive process which uses Lyapunov
exponents in regression weights. By this technique the authors aﬃrm to be able in
predicting time series outcomes with a very good accuracy also in cases in which
there isn’t explicitly presence of chaos in data, for period dictated by the time divergence rate of trajectory (represented by Lyapunov exponents), as for other chaotic
1
phenomena the maximum predictable time Tmax = max
, where max is the maximum
Lyapunov exponent of the time series.
In particular they tested this method on past historical time series, choosing as
initial predicting time the 15 March 2001, and the results are showed in the following
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Figure 5.8: Total exchanged quantum in 250 day after the 15 March 2001. Prediction results (in
red) are compared with historical data (in blue) and we can observe how increasing the predicting
time window the number of errors increase. In fact while within the Tmax limit which is equal to
Tmax ⇡ 156 days errors lays under the 5% of total predictions, for T
220 days the predicting
errors will be more than 30%.

plot.

5.2

Results

We built a Python program for graphic reconstruction of 2-D and 3D embedded
phase spaces using the code reported in A.7, through this we could import a time
series stored in a .csv file in which each row contains a price value. Then this program
allow to chose among three diﬀerent time series to analyze, prices ( the simple files
row elements), returns, that is the ratio between each price and the preceding one,
and diﬀerences, which stays for measure of volatility. After chosen the time series
we want to analyze, the program provide a first plot of the time series and then ask
to us to insert to values for n1 and n2 that represent the two lags that the program
will use in remapping the time series and which have to be n1 < n2 .
By this we obtain 3 plots, two 2-D plots and a 3-D one, the first two correspond
to the two diﬀerent values we chose for time delay, where on one dimension there is
the simple time series data, on an other dimension there is the time series with the
first lag, and on the third there is the time series with the second lag.
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By this method we obtained an interesting tool for investigating multidimensional behavior of unidimensional empirical time series.

Figure 5.9: Python software for reconstructing time series phase space outputs: time series plot of
row values (simulated stock market prices)

Figure 5.10: Python software for reconstructing time series phase space outputs: 2-D plot, x axes
delayed coordinates with time lag ⌧ = 2, y axes delayed coordinates with the original time series
values.
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Figure 5.11: Python software for reconstructing time series phase space outputs: 2-D plot, x axes
delayed coordinates with time lag ⌧ = 3, y axes delayed coordinates with the original time series
values.

Figure 5.12: Python software for reconstructing time series phase space outputs: 3-D plot, on the
x axes delayed coordinates with time lag ⌧ = 3, on y axes ⌧ = 2 and on z axes the original time
series values.

By performing this analysis on short time series which we obtained by cutting
the original time series, we found higher quality plots for the phase space reconstruction. The technique consists in increasing the time delay we use till when we obtain
a plot showing such an orbit, because it could be the signal of the presence of an
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attracting manifold in the time series dynamic.
So we performed this analysis and the first thing we note it is that, also by
remapping the time series for high embedding dimensions, some much grained clusters of points never get a clear path. This can may be the sign that aiming to obtain
a graphic interpretation of this study we would need to remove from our sample noise
that could cover a possible deterministic dynamic, so in further study we propose
to handle the noise by adopting filtering techniques for the extraction of the most
significant components.
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Figure 5.13: Plotting few element of the price time series (up), we found how we obtain much
defined orbits (down) in the phase space reconstruction, mapping the biggest jump we find in the
price dynamics. While for the pure random walk sections we obtained grained clusters of points,
that seems to be meaningless for our description.
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Figure 5.14: From a simulated price time series (top left) we obtained a phase embedded space for
time delay 10 (top right) and 35 (down left), then we used the three lags to remap time series in a
three dimensional space.

Remapping our time series by choosing in particular the sections in which the
price shows the highest bubbles and crashes, we found that in some case it is possible
to obtain clear orbits, denoting the presence of an dynamical attractor. But this is
just a qualitative observation, in fact we need much robust statistical analysis to
can confirm the presence of an attracting subspace, also testing the case of higher
embedding dimensions than three.
Therefore we tried to follow the Grassberger and Procaccia method to estimate
the attractor fractal dimension by means of the correlation dimension. To do this
we had before to chose a time delay and an embedding dimension by which we can
remap our time series.
For choosing the time delay we adopted the Fraser and Swinney method, which
consists in using the first minimum in the mutual information of the time series data
to determine the time delay we need to address the embedding technique.
The Mutual Information is a measure of the similarity between two labels of the
same data. Where P (i) is the probability of a random sample occurring in cluster Ui
and P 0 (j) is the probability of a random sample occurring in cluster Vj , the Mutual
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Figure 5.15: Remapping the space with low (up) and high (down) embedding dimension. In the
second case we can observe a circular trajectory without noise, while in case of a lower dimension
we don filter enough the noise.

Information between clusterings U and V is given as:
M I(U, V ) =

R X
C
X

P (i, j) log

i=1 j=1

P (i, j)
P (i)P 0 (j)

(5.9)

This is equal to the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the joint distribution with
the product distribution of the marginals. This metric is independent of the absolute
values of the labels: a permutation of the class or cluster label values won’t change
the score value in anyway.

Figure 5.16: Mutual information plot we obtained by the code showed in sec:A.8 , from which we
chose the first local minimum as time delay ⌧

Then by choosing diﬀerent embedding dimension and plotting the correlation
integral (5.3) we obtained diﬀerent shapes for correlation integral values as function
of distance r between data points of time series, and as we could see from diﬀerent
graphics, the curves have a linear part from which we can derive the correlation
dimension as the slope of this curve. As we observe by the figure, changing the
embedding dimension till the limit value, represented by the time series length, the
correlation dimension values (the slope) seems to saturate for high enough values of
the embedding dimension.
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Figure 5.17: Plot of diﬀerent values for the correlation integral, obtained for diﬀerent embedding
dimension of the NASDAQ100 time series, obtaining saturation for values of slope as showed from
the plateau, since the value of m = 1000 for the embedding dimension.
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We could address the same calculus also for simulated time series, finding the
same behavior, that is a decreasing correlation for increasing embedding dimension.
As showed by the following figure in which we plotted the correlation integral values
for embedding dimension 5, 10, 40 and 80 using just few points for r because of the
time required by the calculus. But we can observe a decreasing behavior, and by
performing a linear regression for those plots we obtained respectively the values of
0.2217, 0.1853, 2.0475, 2.3186 for the slope as estimates of the correlation dimensions.

Figure 5.18: Log-log plot for the correlation integral with diﬀerent embedding dimension as
function of distance r, for NASDAQ 100 time series (on the left) and our simulated data (on
the right). By performing a linear regression for simulated data we obtained values dC =
0.2217, 0.1853, 2.0475, 2.3186 for the correlation dimension as estimates of the fractal box counting
dimension of the attractor.

Then from this, by applying the Takens theorem we obtained the most suited
value for the embedding dimension which is
m

2 · [dC ] + 1

where [] is the Gauss notation for the integer part of the correlation dimension. So
we chose the value of m = 5 embedding the time series once again obtaining the
embedded phase space in which we could expect to find the dynamical attractor. We
then computed the Lyapunov exponent by choosing points at distance minor than a
certain relative small value we chose observing the minimum distance between points,
that in our case corresponds to to d¯min = 0.0693 with so that we took dlim = 0.1. By
this we took all couples of points at distance d  dlim and we computed the evolution
of the distance we averaged on those couples points, obtaining a log-log plot in which
we can observe how the average distance quickly converges to a limit value indicating
how the corresponding trajectories exponentially converge to the attractor surface.
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From the first time steps, by choosing the most adequate time range to observe
the exponential convergence of average distance, we can estimate
the
✓
◆ maximum Lyadl(t)
punov exponent as the slope of the linear regression of log
with respect to
dt
t, where l(t) is the average distance.

Figure 5.19: The plot of the nearest point distance evolution in the case of a time series generated
by the Logistic map , in this simple case we observe how the nearest points exponentially converge
to a limit value, an by performing a linear fit it is possible to obtain from the slope an estimate for
the maximum Lyapunov exponent. that in case of the logistic map it is = ln 2

Fitting the logarithm of the average distance of the nearest points evolution
with respect to time we obtained a positive value for the maximum Lyapunov exponent of max = 0.084495 ± 0.03 determining the presence in our simulated market of
low dimensional deterministic chaos.
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Figure 5.20: In our plot of the time evolution of values for the logarithm of the average nearest
point distance over long time ranges(top left) we observe a noisy stationary value, while for shortest
time scale we could observe the time convergence of the average point distance(top right), and by a
linear fit (down) for time range from 0 to 20 we found a value for the maximum Lyapunov exponent
estimate of max = 0.084495, while for time ranges t 2 [0, 40] and t 2 [0, 10] we obtained values
respectively of max = 0.05360 and max = 0.14750.

Then we also performed the calculation of scale sample entropy to obtain a
measure of time series complexity which is a special case of the multi-scale sample
entropy we mentioned above (5.1.3). This quantity measures the negative value of
logarithm of the probability that if two sets of simultaneous datasets of length m have
distance < r , where ris a relative little quantity, then two simultaneous datasets of
length m + 1 also have distance < r. This stathistical measure shows good traits
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such as data length independence and trouble-free implementation, at diﬀerence of
the analogue ApEntropy. In practice we measured this quantity by as
SmpEn =

log

A
B

(5.10)

where A is the number of pairs of template vectors having distance < r and length
m + 1, while B is the number of pairs of template vectors with length m having
distance < r. We addressed this computation by using the pre-packaged method
of the pyeeg library pyeeg.samp_entropy By the definition A is always a value
greater or equal than B so the sample entropy value will always be a non negative
quantity. In sample entropy applications usually the value of m is took m = 2 and
the r = 0.2 · sample , so following this approach we found a value of
SampEn(m = 2, r = 1.155, N = 8050) = 0.091991
confirming a complex behavior for our system.
Summarizing the main steps of our analysis, we firstly performed the embedding
on our time series according to the Takens theorem and then we computed values
for the correlation integral as function of distance between the time series points,
and we obtained typical diﬀerent increasing trends for each value of the embedding
dimensions m we chose, as seen in other works [14]. By performing the linear regression of these curves we get the values of correlation dimension as the slope of this
curves an estimate of the box counting fractal dimension of the dynamical strange
attractor for the our market price dynamics.
We took the highest correlation dimension value obtained from linear fit of
the correlation curves and we use it to embed once again the sequence taking m =
2 · [dC ] + 1 in order to confine the attractor in a suﬃcient high dimensional space.
Finally by taking the few nearest couples of points of our embedded time series
we could study their divergence in order to check the sensitivity of our system to the
initial conditions.
From our study we found a positive value for the maximum Lyapunov exponent
indicating the sensitivity of our system to the initial conditions. We also computes the
SampleEntropy for a simulated time series we took from the same sample we obtained
positive values, sign that we are dealing with a complex phenomena alternating
phases of pure stochastic behavior with some of deterministic chaos in which the
agents feedback represent a cyclical periodic answer to price noisy behavior.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
In this work we addressed the stock market complexity already showed in several
previous works, such as Mandelbrot [16], Arthur et al. [2], Bornholdt [6], but still
not adequately considered by the oﬃcial financial theory, being in contrast with the
eﬃcient market hypothesis (EMH) according to which investors are supposed to act
rationally maximizing their utility at the minimum costs, having all the necessary
information to take their rational choices. This is not true.
As we have seen in Chapter 2, the investors seems to act in a partially rational
way due to the their incomplete information about the heterogeneous price expectations of the other market investors. When they have too few information or they are
not able to make any independent choices they often rely on social learning, trying
to imitate strategies of the most successful individuals, as addressed by Pentland in
his big data studies on the eToro platform [21]. But if individuals rely too much
on few successful traders they encourage collective irrational behaviors, such as the
herding eﬀect, cause for the emergence of speculative bubbles and crashes on a stock
market.
Therefore we chose to use an ABM approach to reproduce the co-called stock
market stylized facts by modeling the microscopical interactions of the agents, and
through the adoption of pre-defined analytical interactions. Such as in case of the
interacting spin model described in Bornholdt [6], in which have been also used the
chartists-fundamentalists agents dichotomy. But the presence of these two types
of agents only prove to be not suﬃcient in reproducing the real heterogeneity of
investors’ behaviors that we can find in a real stock market.
So in Chapter 3 introduced a new kind agent-based model for simulating stock
market, in which the main novelty from previous models is represented by the copying
dynamic that speculative investors use for decision making. We took inspiration to
adopt this dynamic from the eToro platform example described by Pentland [21], in
which the author indicate this behavior as the main cause for the herding eﬀect.
In this model we introduced the followers, agents able to follow the someone
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else strategy, and in particular they prefer to link to the most successful traders, the
hubs. The hubs are originally followers that turn in this new specie when they reach
the highest financial wealth among market agents, becoming able to guide trading
decisions of other followers.
We also introduced the savers, in order to test the hypothesis according to
which their presence could be a stabilizing element for price trend, avoiding biggest
crush and bubbles. Then we introduced the random traders agents which represent
a benchmark of every ABM for stock market accounting for the lack of information
about the expectations of other agents on future prices
First we studied the code implementation of the model focusing in particular
on the price updating procedure, which have been separated from the agent strategy
decision though which agents decide to buy or sell. Therefore, to implement this
procedure in the first version of the program we adopted the same scheme used in
previous ABMs works, updating the price proportionally to the diﬀerence between
buyers and sellers, representing what we have called the excess demand which is the
main cause for disequilibrium in the dynamics of price.
Furthermore we studied the influence of model parameters on the price dynamics. In particular we tested if diﬀerent sized of market (diﬀerent numbers of agents)
could influence in some way the price, and we discovered that it is not important
the number of agents but the relative percentage of each type on the overall number.
We also analyzed what if we make the agents reset their wealth and their trading
position before switch their strategy form buy to sell or vice versa, and we found
that no substantial changes could be detected in order to confirm clearly diﬀerent
behaviors. We confirm our hypothesis about the eﬀect of savers presence discovering
that they can reduce the presence of big bubbles and crashes tanks to the eﬀect of
their fixed trading positions, and we also experimented the case of multiple stocks
exchanges modifying the price updating procedure to adapt it for the management
of multiple orders as .
Finally we studied how the most important model parameters the hubs loss
tolerance an the follower loss tolerance can aﬀect the model, where as we discussed
on page 37 and on page 59 they respectively influence the hubs and followers trading
decisions accounting for their corresponding uncertainty on future price values. We
found that the HLT was able to produce long persistent burst (both with negative
or positive eﬀect) transforming the price uncertainty of individual agents in forms of
coordinated panic able to induce the all followers to pursue a joint trading strategy.
On the other hand the FLT parameter proved to be able to cause just small bursts
at the same time avoiding the formation of larger ones, denying hubs to reach too
dissimilar degrees of connectivity.
Modifying the initial structure of our model we obtained two new versions: the
preferential attachment and the continuous double auction market versions. We used
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them to test, in the first case, if a more heterogeneous connectivity pattern in the
hubs and followers network could generate larger bursts in the price changes trend,
while in the second case to observe the eﬀects of a more realistic price updating
dynamic.
By the first new version we could observe the power law scaling in the followers
degree distribution merging from the preferential attachment dynamic exactly when
big bubbles and crashes was occurring in price dynamic. From the log-log plot of the
cumulative degree distribution, in the first case, by a linear fit we derived the network
degree exponent which showed an ultra-small-world regime for the corresponding
network. Using the continuous double auction dynamic we observed a completely
new market behavior, in which bursts are not driven anymore by the hubs and
follower copying dynamic but they simply occur at random, because of the new way
in which the agents decide their bid and ask prices that is at random and not by an
analytic formula.
In Chapter 4 we conduced a quantitative analysis of the time series we gained
from our model comparing them with the results obtained for a reference time series
coming from a real market, such as the time series of the NASDAQ 100 from 1985
to 2016.
We firstly just compared trends for the return time series coming from our
model with those of NASDAQ 100, observing the main features of the price changes
behavior and calibrating the parameters in order to make our model could reproduce
a real market behavior. So we have shown important links between the values of HLT
and closingPercentage parameters with the presence of the most shocking changes in
price, able to reproduce a leptokurtic distribution for our simulated market returns.
We have also observed the typical power-law scaling in the autocorrelation of
volatility which showed higher correlation values for the data coming from of our
simulated market than the case in which we just generate them through a simple
white noise. From the analysis of the power-frequency spectra of our datasets we
noted the typical infrared component present in real market trends, this eﬀect was
most noticeable for time series produced by the continuous double auction version
of our model highlighting how the market book dynamic is more complex than it
appears just from the analysis of the returns.
While in Chapter 5 we wanted to test the hypothesis for presence of deterministic chaos in the price dynamics, and following the Grassberger-Procaccia method,
that is mapping time series data in an embedded phase space we compute the correlation dimension in order to estimate the dimension of an hypothetical strange
attractor by measuring the correlation dimension. By this we could also aﬀord an
estimate for the maximum Lyapunov exponent which represents the most significative prove for the presence of chaos in dynamical systems.
This work was inspired by the most prominent studies in field of financial
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modeling, and through this study we aimed to address the need for a new type of
stock market description, which consists in focusing on the collective and individual
behaviors design rather than the formalization of the particular trading techniques.
Through this work we have paved the way for new surveys exploiting the lessons
coming from big data studies able to give a stricter and more objective interpretation
of complex phenomena observed in real markets. We have tested the suitability of
quantitative and theoretical tools coming from physics for the analysis of financial
data, which allow a deeper understanding of the complex phenomena that otherwise
would not be enabled by the use of conventional stochastic processes.
Our studies suggest that it is possible to find a link between the heterogeneity
of the degree distribution for the market connectivity pattern and presence of market
bubbles and crashes, confirming the network theory adequacy in addressing the study
of social phenomena such the herding eﬀect. Furthermore from our studies have
been showed how the continuos double auction dynamics, despite the limited range
of simulated time, can capture the main complex elements of real markets, as showed
by the fast frequency spectra we obtained.
Therefore in future studies we would like to combine the two dynamics we
designed reducing the number of parameters in order to test new hypothesis, whether
the assignment to the hubs of specific predictive models could be more profitable
and produce more noticeable heterogeneity in the social structure of the market.
By dividing the simulation times per trading day we will address the comparison
between the daily and the intra-day CDA dynamics, where for the latter we usually
observe the most abrupt changes in real market dynamics.
Finally, we will experience a predictive technique such as that described in
Wang et al. [23] in which it has been introduced an autoregressive model whose
weights are based the maximum Lyapunov exponents, and we will check whether
our simulated time series can be predicted or not.
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Appendix A

Python code
A.1

Plotting simulated time series computing maxima and
minima

dates = []
prices = []
filename = "path/filename.csv"
import csv
data = csv.DictReader(file(filename))
for line in data :
dates.append(int(line[’Ticks’]))
prices.append(float(line[’Close’]))
np.mean(prices), np.std(prices)
figure(figsize=(15,7))
xlabel(’ticks’)
ylabel(’price’)
plot(dates, prices, "b-", label = "simulated market")
legend()
def daily_return(data):
percent_change = []
for next, current in zip(prices[1:], prices[:-1]):
percent_change.append(100. * (next-current)/current)
return percent_change
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plt.figure(figsize=(20,4))
plt.plot(dates[:-1], daily_return(prices), ’b.’)
plt.title(’Simulated market’)
np.mean(daily_return(prices)), np.std(daily_return(prices))
np.max(daily_return(prices)), np.min(daily_return(prices))

A.2

Plotting real stock market data

Downloading time series from Yahoo.finance or from The Wall Street Journal website we could manipulate those series using pandas Python library to manage more
time series as DataFrame.
import pandas as pd
table = pd.read_csv(’data/NASDAQ.csv’).set_index(’Date’).sort_index()
table.keys()
table[’Adj Close’].plot()
def daily_return(data):
return(data[1:]-data[:-1])/data[:-1]*100
np.mean(daily_return(table[’Adj Close’].values)), np.std(daily_return(table[’Adj Close’].values))
np.max(daily_return(table[’Adj Close’].values)), np.min(daily_return(table[’Adj Close’].values))

A.3

Plotting the comparison between Normal and Levy stable distributions for empirical data

We random generated data from gaussian and Levy stable distributions using parameters (respectively mean and variance for the first distribution, and levy exponents
for the second) coming from two diﬀerent fit performed on our sample. To address
the problem of fitting a levy stable distribution we used the pylevy library tools,
in particular the class method pylevy.levy_generate(↵, , , ) to reproduce levy distributed data.
For real market data:
from scipy.optimize import curve_fit
import levy
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import pylab
data = pd.DataFrame(daily_return(table[’Adj Close’].values))
# evaluate the histogram for simulated data
values, base = np.histogram(data, bins=100, normed= True)
len(values), len(base)
data2 = np.random.normal(np.mean(data), np.std(data), 100000000)
values2, base2 = np.histogram(data2, bins=100, normed= True )
alpha, beta, m, s, neglog_final = levy.fit_levy(data)
levy.fit_levy(data)
import scipy
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15,5))
the_range = levy._make_range( min(base[:-1]), max(base[:-1]), 10000)
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax1.scatter(base[:-1], log10(values), c=’blue’, label = ’nasdaq’)
ax1.plot(base2[:-1], log10(values2), c=’green’, label = ’normal’)
ax1.plot(the_range, log10(levy.levy(the_range, alpha,beta)), "r", linewidth=1.0, label = ’levy’)
ax1.legend(loc=’upper left’)
ax1.set_xlim([min(base[:-1])-0.3,max(base[:-1])+0.3])

For simulated market data:
SimData = pd.DataFrame(daily_return(prices))
SimValues, SimBase = np.histogram(SimData, bins=100,normed= True)
simGauss = np.random.normal(np.mean(SimData), np.std(SimData), 100000000)
simValues2, simBase2 = np.histogram(simGauss, bins=100, normed= True )
alpha, beta, m, s, neglog_final = levy.fit_levy(SimData)
levy.fit_levy(SimData)
import scipy
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(15,5))
the_range = levy._make_range( min(SimBase[:-1]), max(SimBase[:-1]), 10000)
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1, 1, 1)
ax1.scatter(SimBase[:-1], log(SimValues), c=’blue’, label = ’simulated data’)
ax1.plot(simBase2[:-1], log(simValues2), c=’green’, label = ’random walk’)
ax1.plot(the_range, log(levy.levy(the_range, alpha,beta)), "r", linewidth=1.0)
ax1.legend(loc=’upper left’)
ax1.set_xlim([min(SimBase[:-1])-0.3,max(SimBase[:-1])+0.3])
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A.4

The Autocorrelation of returns and volatility

%pylab inline
dates = []
prices = []
filename = "path/prices.csv"
import csv
data = csv.DictReader(file(filename))
def daily_return(data):
percent_change = []
for next, current in zip(prices[1:], prices[:-1]):
percent_change.append(100. * (next-current)/current)
return percent_change
def volatility(data):
percent_change = []
for current in prices:
percent_change.append((np.mean(data)- current)**2)
return percent_change
import pandas as pd
def estimated_autocorrelation(x):
n = len(x)
variance = x.var()
x = x-x.mean()
r = N.correlate(x, x, mode = ’full’)[-n:]
result = r/(variance*(N.arange(n, 0, -1)))
return result
plot(time[:3500],estimated_autocorrelation(x)[:3500])
plt.xlabel(’time (s)’) plt.ylabel(’autocorrelation’)
aut = estimated_autocorrelation(x)[:3500]
for i in range(len(aut)):
if aut[i] == min(aut):
print "autocorrelation time is: %d first minimum: %f " %(time[i],
coef = np.polyfit(time[:2615], estimated_autocorrelation(x)[:2615], 1)
plot(time[:2615], time[:2615]*coef[0]+coef[1], ’r-’)
print coef[0]

A.5

The frequency spectra

from scipy import signal
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aut[i])

import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
f, Pxx_den = signal.periodogram(prices, scaling=’spectrum’)
plt.loglog(f, Pxx_den)
plt.ylim([1e-15, 1e10])
#plt.xlim([1e-10, 1e10])
plt.xlabel(’frequency [Hz]’)
plt.ylabel(’PSD [V**2/Hz]’)
plt.title(’Random Walk’) plt.show()

A.6

The logistic map bifurcation

from numpy import *
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
# show plots in notebook
% pylab inline
result = []
lambdas = []
maps = []
xmin = 2
xmax = 4
mult = (xmax - xmin)*2000
rvalues = arange(xmin, xmax, 0.01)
for r in rvalues:
x = 0.1
result = []
for t in range(100):
x = r * x * (1 - x)
result.append(log(abs(r - 2*r*x)))
lambdas.append(mean(result))
# ignore first 100 iterations as transient time
# then iterate anew
for t in range(20):
x = r * x * (1 - x)
maps.append(x)
fig = plt.figure(figsize=(10,7))
ax1 = fig.add_subplot(1,1,1)
xticks = np.linspace(xmin, xmax, mult)
# zero line
zero = [0]*mult
ax1.plot(xticks, zero, ’g-’)
ax1.plot(xticks, maps, ’r.’,alpha = 0.3, label = ’Logistic map’)
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ax1.set_xlabel(’r’)
ax1.plot(rvalues, lambdas, ’b-’, linewidth = 3, label = ’Lyapunov exponent’)
ax1.grid(’on’)
ax1.set_ylim(-1, 1)
ax1.set_xlabel(’r’)
ax1.legend(loc=’best’)
ax1.set_title(’Logistic map versus Lyapunov exponent’)

A.7

Phase space reconstruction

#import numpy as np
import matplotlib.pyplot as plt
from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D
def phaseSpace2D(s1,s2,title):
f=plt.figure()
ax = f.gca()
ax.set_autoscale_on(True)
plt.title(title)
ax.plot(s1,s2)
#(x, y)
plt.show()
def phaseSpace3D(s1,s2,s3,title):
f=plt.figure()
ax = f.gca(projection=’3d’)
ax.set_autoscale_on(True)
plt.title(title)
ax.plot(s1,s2,s3)
#(x, y, z)
plt.show()
#data input import csv
fName=raw_input("File name? ")
s=[]
with open(fName) as csvfile:
readCSV = csv.reader(csvfile, delimiter=’,’)
for row in readCSV:
for i in range(len(row)):
s.append(float(row[i]))
#print series
csvfile.close()
#data preparation
dataPreparation=["raw","returns","differences"]
dataPrep=0
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while dataPrep==0:
dataPrep=input("1 for raw, 2 for returns, 3 for differences ")
if not dataPrep in [1, 2, 3]: dataPrep=0
s0=[] for i in range(1,len(s)):
if dataPrep==1: s0.append(s[i])
# raw
if dataPrep==2: s0.append(s[i]/s[i-1]) # returns
if dataPrep==3: s0.append(s[i]-s[i-1]) # differences
s=s0[:]
#titles
titles=["The series; file name=%s, data as %s",\
"x => s[t-%1d], y => s[t]; file name=%s, data as %s",\
"x => s[t-%1d], y => s[t]; file name=%s, data as %s",\
"x => s[t-%1d], y => s[t-%1d], z => s[t]; file name=%s, data as %s"]
#the series
plt.plot(s)
plt.title(titles[0] % (fName, dataPreparation[dataPrep-1]))
plt.show()
n1=n2=0 while not n2>n1:
#the lags
print "Enter the lags, n1 and n2; pay attention, n2>n1"
n1=input("n1 = ")
n2=input("n2 = ")
if not n2 > n1:
print "n2 has to be greater than n1"
#phase space 2D
phaseSpace2D(s[:-n1],s[n1:],titles[1] % (n1,fName, dataPreparation[dataPrep-1]))
phaseSpace2D(s[:-n2],s[n2:],titles[2] % (n2,fName, dataPreparation[dataPrep-1]))
#phase space 3D
phaseSpace3D(s[:-n2],s[(n2-n1):-n1],s[n2:],titles[3] % (n2,n1,fName, dataPreparation[dataPrep-1]))
print "Concluded"

A.8

Time delay estimation from the mutual information

from sklearn.metrics import mutual_info_score
def calc_MI(x, y, bins):
c_xy = np.histogram2d(x, y, bins)[0]
mi = mutual_info_score(None, None, contingency=c_xy)
return mi
tau_max = 100
mis = []
d = 0
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for tau in range(1, tau_max):
unlagged = s1[:-tau]
lagged = np.roll(s1, -tau)[:-tau]
mis.append(mutual_info_score(unlagged, lagged))
if len(mis) > 1 and mis[-2] < mis[-1] :
# return first local minima
#print ’ok’
tau -= 1
print tau , mis[tau]
break
plot(range(len(mis)), mis)

A.9

The Correlation integral computation

We had to define an euclidean distance to perform the correlation integral calculus in multidimensional phase spaces.
import math
def EuclideanDistance(D,J):
d = len(D)
j = len(J)
elements = []
for i in range(d):
elements.append((D[i]-J[i])**2)
return math.sqrt(sum(elements))
def calculateCorrelationIntegralOld(
data, # numpy array (for 1D data) or list of numpy arrays
r # radius ):
if not type(data).__name__ == ’ndarray’:
raise Exception("as of yet only 1D numpy arrays are supported. sorry.")
cnt = 0
n = len(data)
if n < 2:
raise Exception("vector size must at least be 1")
for i in range(n):
for j in range(1,n):
d = EuclideanDistance(data[i], data[j])
if d < r: cnt += 1
divisor = (n * (n - 1))
C = 0
if divisor > 0:
C = cnt / float(divisor)
return C
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To faster perform the calculus we used the weave package which allows to
introduce piece of code written in C++.
def c_calculateCorrelationIntegral(

data,# numpy array (for 1D data) or list of numpy arrays
r # radius ):

#r = float(r)
#if type(data).__name__ == ’ndarray’:
#
tmp = []
#
for i in range(len(data)):
#
tmp.append(data[i])
#
data = tmp
if not type(data).__name__ == ’ndarray’:
raise Exception("as of yet only 1D numpy arrays are supported. sorry.")
n = len(data)
p=len(data[0])
#print n, p
dat = data.flatten()
if n < 2:
raise Exception("vector size must at least be 1")
code = """
float cnt = 0;
int i, j;
float d, divisor, C;
for (i = 0; i < n; i++) {
for (j = 1; j < n; j++) {
float sum = 0;
float x = 0;
for(int k=0; k < p; k++){
x = dat[i*p+k] - dat[j*p+k];
sum += x*x;
}
d = sqrt(sum);
if (d < r) cnt ++;
}
}
divisor = ((float)n * ((float)n - 1.0));
C = 0.0;
if (divisor > 0) C = cnt / divisor;
return_val = C;
"""
n = len(data)
r = float(r)
#print n,r
C = weave.inline(code,[’data’, ’r’, ’n’, ’p’, ’dat’ ], verbose=2)
#print "New C:", C
return C
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A.10

The maximum Lyapunov exponent estimation

tau = 4
M = 5
Em = pyeeg.embed_seq(s1, tau , M)
distances = []
N=len(Em)
for i in range(N):
for j in range(i+1,N):
distances.append(EuclideanDistance(Em[i],Em[j]))
min(distances)
from math import log
N=len(Em)
eps=input(’Initial diameter bound: ’)
dlist=[[] for i in range(N)]
n=0 #number of nearby pairs found
for i in range(N):
for j in range(i+1,N):
if EuclideanDistance(Em[i],Em[j]) < eps:
n+=1
print n
for k in range(min(N-i,N-j)):
dlist[k].append(log(EuclideanDistance(Em[i+k],Em[j+k])))
for i in range(len(dlist)):
if len(dlist[i]):
exponents.append(sum(dlist[i])/len(dlist[i]))
x=[]
for i in range(len(exponents)):
x.append(i)
plot(x[:20],exponents[:20])
plt.ylabel(r’$\ln[d(t)]$’)
plt.xlabel(r’$\ t $’)
c=np.polyfit(x[:10],exponents[:10],1)
x = np.array(x)
plot(x[:20],c[0]*x[:20]+c[1])
c[0], c[1]
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